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Second On Campus Mugging in Two Weeks
down his arms, pointed a gun at his head,
and demanded the student's wallet. He
told the suspect that he did not have a
wallet, and was forced to empty his
For the second consecutive week, a pockets. The suspect took what is estiTrinity College student was mugged at mated at four dollars, pushed Fadrhonc
gunpoint. On Sunday, February 12 at to the ground, and ran off in the direc3:08am Adrian Fadrhonc '02 called tion of the new Admissions Building
Campus Safety from his room injackson construction site.
Hall to notify officers that he had been
Commenting on the attack Fadrhonc
mugged on the path between the Smith said, "It's all sort of a blur of events.
House and the President's house.
Whenever someone puts a gun to your
Fadrhonc had reportedly left AD at head, you don't think very rationally."
approximately 2:50am when three CamA Hartford Police officer had been papus Safety officers broke up an unregis- trolling the Vernon Street area at the time
tered party, clearing out nearly 100 of the attack. He reported to the scene
COURTESYOFWWW.TRINCOLL.EDU
students, according to Charlie Morris, immediately following the student's re- Smith House. Bushes where attacker hid are at far left.
Director of Campus Safety. He was ac- port assisted by an officer manning CresFadrhonc's call was the only one made ment, was unable to provide further incosted by a black male, who jumped out cent Street. Neither Hartford Police nor to Campus Safety; no eye witnesses have formation on the incident.
of the adjacent bushes as the student Campus Safety officers in the area report been identified.
Charlie Morris, Director of Campus
passed the Smith House.
having seen a man running across camDue to the holiday on Monday, Ser- Safety, assures students that Campus
The suspect came up behind pus. No suspects have been appre- geant Neil Dryfe, the Public Information Safety is doing everything in its power
Fadrhonc, grabbed him and pinned hended.
Officer for the Hartford Police Departsee MUGGING on page six
BY KRISTIN POWELL

American Children on Death Row Trinity Honor Code
The Second Human Rights Lecture Tackles Tough Questions
Preamble Written
BY KATIE LIGHT

News Writer

Last Wednesday marked the
second lecture of this semester's
International Huwfafi- Kfgffe
Lecture Series. Held on the 106lh
anniversary of the death of

ecutive Director of the National
Coalition to Abolish the Death
Penalty. Hawkins spoke in Terrace Room B which was completely packed with students,
professors, and guests from the
•Surrounding area.
Prior
to
introducing
Hawkins, Maryam Elahi, Direc-

LAUkA HAND

Steven W. Hawkins speaks to Trinity. Maryam Elahi at left.
Frederick Douglass, this week's
lecture tackled the subject of
"Children on Death Row: How
Does the U.S. Criminal Justice
System Treat Children."
The guest speaker was Steven
W, Hawkins who is an advocate
for human rights and the Ex-

tor of the Human Rights Program at Trinity, posed a question to the audience: "Why do
we tolerate this? Why do we accept capital punishment as a
fair and legitimate sanction in
our society and in our legal system?"

Hawkins began his lecture
with the description of an event
that happened in April of 1997.
Then-governor of California
Pete Wilson proposed to the
California legislature that children as young as 14 years of age
should be allowed to get death
sentences. A California assembly speaker gave the term "lost
children" to describe those who
would, at that young of an age,
need to be executed. Hawkins
went on to describe two "lost
children" —Janice and Joseph.
Through his anecdotes about
the children, Hawkins illustrated that the children were
not at fault, although the state
deemed them so. Janice was
abandoned as a child and put
into a juvenile detention center
because there was no other
place for her to go. At 17, she was
convicted as being an accomplice to murder.
Joseph was hit by a truck as a
toddler and was sent to an orphanage. He was sexually
abused by relatives and first attempted suicide at the age of 15.
see LECTURE on page eight

BY JAMES CABOT

Tripod Staff

After ntbhthS
J
the Trinity community is to see
the first element of what one
part of a Trinity Honor Code
may look like. A provisional
preamble has been written and
released by the College Affairs,
Committee, chaired by Dr.
Adrienne Fulco, Associate Professor of Legal Studies. The actual text was written by Jen
Chiarello '02 and Gustaf
Rounick '01 as part of a project
for the First Year Mentors Program. Both Chiarello and
Rounick are Mentors.
"I think the preamble is an
excellent beginning to the development of a Trinity College
Honor Code. Students have to
realize that these principles are
not just the basis of an academic
honor code, but one that will
uphold the principles of social
integrity as well," says Chiarello.
"It is really short, but it does

what it needs to do," says Katie
Light '03, who has been involved in honor code discusAlthough this is a "working"
preamble, it has been through
several drafts, according to Prof.
Cynthia Butos, Senior Lecturer
in •the Smith Writing Center,
who has also worked on creating a potential Honor Code.
Chiarello and Rounick wrote an
original draft, which Butos
showed to her English 103 class
on January 30, she said.
Chiarello and Rounick then
revised the preamble before it
was presented during ajanuary
31 lunch meeting to the ad hoc
Honor Code Committee, which
is a sub-committee of College
Affairs, according to Butos.
Chiarello and Rounick then revised it again, shaping it into the
current form.
As Chiarello and Rounick
worked on the preamble, they
read honor codes from
See HONOR CODE page five
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J.R. Romano, a senior at Trinity, spent five days on MTV's VJ for a Day.
See Story on page six.
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Controlling the Libido
one knewthat their partner was
only interested in them for their
body there would still be something degrading about how
their partner never looked at
them after that magical night.
It's somewhat dehumanizing.
Plus there is the fact that the
enjoyment of sex diminishes
somewhat when it is so frequent and easy to acquire. The
more you have of something,
the less important it becomes to
you—it's a basic economic principle.
I'm not attempting to condemn meaningless sex. Lord
knows the desire to have sex is
a basic human one, and I'm glad
that people aren't trying to kid
themselves by attempting to
have "meaningful" relationships
that were forged with sex as
their basis.
Also, people could argue that
all this sexual experience will
come in handy for when they
finally discover their "true love."
And I'm aware that this really
, is a once-in-a-lifetime opportu-

BY NATE BAKER

Lf Opinions Writer

Abigail F. Thomas'03

Sex. That word used to really
mean something to me.
It doesn't any more, of course.
OPINION EDITORS
NEWS EDITORS
Now that I'm at Trinity, sex is
Brian P. Nanos '03 j . Ashe Reardon '02
Micah Cogen '03 Kristin Pcnvell '03
about as easy to come by as a
student griping about the Meal
ARTS EDITORS
FEATURES EDITOR
Plan. It seems like every other
Sasha Bratt '03 Adrian Kudler '04
Nathaniel E. Silver '02
night kids across campus are
getting it on, usually with
ANNOUNCEMENT EDITOR
SPORTS EDITORS
people they barely know or just
Lissy Woodhams '03
met.
Coley Dale '03 Shane Early '03
There seems to me to be
something fundamentally
PRODUCTION MANAGER
PHOTOGRAPHY EDITORS
tragic about this. I personally
James Nadzieja'04
Story Bingenheimer '04 Hannah Gant '03
consider
giving up of my body
Laura Rand'03 •.
so important that I'm not about
to put it in the hands of the sexy
SENIOR EDITORS: Dan Berman '01, Beth Gilligan '01, Patrick Noonan '01,
lady I've been noticing in class
Matthexv Purushotiiam '01, Renay Smallcomb VI, Geoffrey Stevens '01, Stark Townend '01, or the wasted girl I just met at
Late Night.
Owen Tripp '01, Andrew Weiss '01 .
Someone once told me that I
read
too much into sex, and that
COPY EDITORS: Davis Albohm '02, J. Russel Fugett'Ol, Julia Russel '04
if you don't expect much of sex
then you won't be disappointed.
I'm sure this is true, and I underBUDGET DIRECTOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
stand what the person was tryCarolyn Rucci'03
Lara Harisay '03
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Sure, a\\ the sex is fun now...but don't forget
that old habits have a tendency to die hard.
Safety on campus must be addressed openly
It is difficult to imagine how terrifying it would be to be attacked late at night, especially
when the assailant is pointing a gun. Five students no longer have to imagine this nightmare, because they have been subjected to it.
"With two armed muggings on the Trinity campus in the past ten days, whatever illusion
of a safe campus detached from a dangerous neighborhood has been shattered. The climate at Trinity is more uncertain than it has been in recent memory.
Contrary to what has been said by at least one senior administrator, these incidents are
not extremely rare. Within the pas%'fe\j^«^a68ieTS*'h«i:©lia«'be^a<a*.sBade»t death.due to
violence, [our armed robberies at the Hartford Federal Credit Union branch on the Trinity
campus, partly leading to the closing of that branch, and now, within the space of ten days,
two armed muggings. These are not the only incidences of attacks, car break-ins and dorm
invasions; they are simply the most egregious.
Incidents such as these pose threats to Trinity in different ways. There was a time not so
long ago when concerns over safety on campus were a major deterrent to potential applicants. Safety concerns can often play into a student's decision to transfer to another school.
A climate of fear is not a productive academic environment.
It is time that everyone connected to Trinity - not just Campus Safety and the College
administration - acknowledge that safety on campus is a serious issue that must be addressed as such. It is time for an open conversation involving administrators, faculty, students, trustees, Campus Safety and the Hartford Police Department about how to improve
safety on campus.
Our minds should not be closed to any new ideas. Increased lighting in all areas of campus, a return to Campus Safety foot patrols, even during winter, and a revamping of the
shuttle system all deserve serious discussion. Larger ideas include arming Campus Safety,
developing a campus police department like those at Harvard, Yale and other large urban
campuses, and even reviewing the open campus policy with respect to the neighborhood.
These are some of the many ideas waiting to be talked over.
This is not a direct attack on Campus Safety, nor on individual administrators. These
professionals work diligently, often in dangerous situations, to protect the Trinity community. They deserve our thanks, and our continued support. Furthermore, they cannot be
happy with the current situation, considering how seriously they take their duty to protect the community.
This is a call for a rethinking of how Trinity addresses. This is a serious conversation that
must be had over the next few weeks as Trinity moves beyond the specifics of these two
incidents and begins to think about how to prevent future ones from happening.
Five students have seen the barrel of a gun pointed at them during the past ten days. This
is an unacceptable situation and must be addressed openly.
:
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ing to say: many people overemotionalize sex and immediately associate it with love. A
good example is Monica
Lewinksy: she thought because
the President engaged in "sexual
activities" with her that he was
in love with her. This can be a
dangerous trap to fall into.
The solution to the problem,
however, is not to trivialize sex.
There is a reason it is called the
"act of love;" sex is the ultimate
coming together of two people,
the absolute pleasure you can
give someone. Should you really be giving that ultimate
pleasure to somebody who will
be too drunk to remember?
Furthermore, I believe there is
something empty and unsatisfying about the plethora of
meaningless sex that goes on at
Trinity. Sure, it feels good physically (REAL good, in fact), but I
have heard it said multiple
times by multiple people that
after a while that sort of sex becomes vapid. This emptiness is
a testament to just how important emotions are in sexual activity.
. ' '
1 have also heard it said by
several psychologists that many
people engage in frivolous sex in
an attempt to feel attractive and
desired—an aspect, at least, of
"social-climbing." I would
imagine, however, that even if

nity: after all, we're at our physical prime, and when again will
we get the chance to experiment with so many partners?
As they say in Road Trip, "Soon
you'll have to be paying for girls
like these."
Which, I think, brings me to
my "words of wisdom" for all of
you who are, even as you read
this, plotting your next screw.
Sure, all the sex is fun now...but
old habits die hard. Sex issome• what addictive, especially after
the first couple times, and what
will you do down the line when
you are married and have kids?
There's probably a reason why
so many marital affairs occur,
and why so many families (over
fifty percent) get divorced. Sex
doesn't always have to be about
love, but will you sacrifice love
for it?
In short, I feel that students
here should maybe consider the
merit of all the ass-getting they
are planning for this and other
weekends. 1 am aware that
mentioned ass-getting is in fact
a glorified aspect of college life
and something that many
people look forward to. And it
is fun.
But I fear that many people
here on a subconscious level
have sex not because they want
to but because they feel they're
supposed to.

Pillow Talk would like to ask the jerks who have been mugging
our fine students at gunpoint to please, please stop, and Campus
Safety and HPD to keep their eyes wide open...

Two Recent Muggings

Suggested new Motto for Trinity
J r . College: "Giving to the comrnu• nity... occasionally at will."

Men's and Women's Squash ^
Teams

Valentines Day

undefeated, both of them.

,... and I'm still not getting any.
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Looking for Clear Communication on Safety Issues
It's robbery season again.
Every year, something like
this happens - a few "incidents"

trolling Vernon Street, and there
allegedly was a Hartford Police
car by the construction site. The
fact that the Family Federal
Credit Union is two doors down
DAN BERMAN
from the Campus Safety office
Controlling the Assumptions
itself was not enough to deter
the four gunpoint robberies
where students are mugged in there during the past 13 months.
some godforsaken dark corner
Of course, enclosing Trinity
of campus. It used to be the with barbed wire fencing and
Lower Long Walk, or someone installing armed security
waiting for pizza on Summit checkpoints on the campus peStreet. Last month it was the rimeter is not an option, appealCredit Union. Last week it was ing as it may be. Perhaps rather
behind LSC. Saturday night it than lighters, TCAC can diswas next door to President tribute switchblades to stuDobelle's house.
dents so we can defend
The President's house! Is noth- ourselves.
ing sacred? This isn't some ratty
Seriously, however, some-

The lip service we get after these incidents
is disgusting and simply adds to student
cynicism.
freshman dorm on Crescent
Street. This is the President's
house - symbol of all that is
right and good with Trinity. The
President of the College doesn't
live in West Hartford or
Manchester with faculty members and other administrators,
he lives on campus with the students. If we can't keep the walkway next to his house safe, what
about the rest of campus?
Obviously hiring an exponential amount of Campus
Safety officers isn't quite working. Trinity has enough officers
to fill a Roman legion, but to
what end? On Saturday night
there were plenty of officers pa-

thing needs to be done to improve the current security situation on campus. One of the
reasons for the Learning Corridor initiative and Trinity's increased involvement in the
community was to eliminate
the neighborhood as a stumbling-ground for admissions. It
would be nice, the Elders of
Trinity decided, if applicants
didn't decide against Trinity
before they actually arrived on
campus. The result has been a
student body that doesn't quite
appreciate that we're not in
Scarsdale anymore.
In addition, the student's image of Campus Safety and the

administration in this area is
generally negative. While students accept the fact that Trinity isn't in the best
neighborhood, and yes, random
acts of crime do occur, the lip
service we get after these incidents is disgusting and simply
adds to student
cynicism. Every
student has some
version of the
standard horror
story, where our
faith in administration rhetoric is
broken. Officers
sleeping in their
vans while on
patrol, dispatchers telling students
that
Campus Safety
doesn't offer escorts across campus in early
morning hours,
and the mythical
on-campus
shuttle system
that leaves students standing outside in cold,
unlit areas as sitting ducks for
would-be criminals, are unfortunately par for the course.
Please understand that this is
not an indictment of individual
Campus Safety officers, but of
Trinity's Campus Safety system
in general. We should be able to
devise a more effective safety
strategy at Trinity. As long as
students continue to be shut out
of the process that decides our
fate, this will never happen.

Students need to be told what
the responsibility of Campus
Safety officers is, so we don't fear
them as a big brother-like police force. Students should be
told why the visible presence of
Campus Safety officers on foot
and HPD officers i n cruisers has

decreased
since
Neil
McLaughlin was unceremoniously fired in November. Students must be told what our
security options are - and they
must be there when we need
them!
For example, students consistently complain that the campus shuttle system is
inadequate, but no improvements have ever been made. As
it works - and I use that term
loosely - now, the shuttle van

drives in a circle around campus, ideally stopping if someone is standing at one of the
poorly lit stations and waves
their arms like mad to flag
down the driver. (Stepping in
front of the van would work, but
they do drive fast, making it a
very dangerous tactic.) Not only are students forced to wait in
an unsafe area, but
there's no guarantee a
shuttle will show up
anytime within the
next half hour!
What plagues Trinity the most is the
unreliability of the
entire
operation.
When students walk
out to Summit Street
to wait for a shuttle,
they don't know if one
will come, making it
preferable to take the
additional risk of
walking
through
campus at 2am than
put up with this inept
system. Students who
call Campus Safety for an escort
at that hourare playing Russian
roulette with the dispatcher,
hoping to get someone polite.
Four armed robberies on
campus in less than two
months should be a wake up
call for members of the administration - those who live here
and those who don't. The rhetoric about officers and safety and
shuttles is nice from 9 to 5, but
isn't going to help anyone at one
in the morning.

LETTER T O THE EDITOR

Leave it to the Students on Late Night Life
To THE EDITOR:

Is there anything that makes
your stomach churn besides
Mather meat? When was the
last time that you, individually
or with a group, stood up to the
policies and decisions made by
the administration at Trinity
College?
I've come upon a
particular problem
that, in my humble
opinion, is not receiving the requisite attention.
You know what
I'm talking about:
the recently enacted restrictions
on Late Night.
In case you
haven't noticed,
since our return
from Winter break
the school has begun to enforce a
policy whereby
. there are to be no
Late Nights on
school nights, and
when they are allowed on Friday and Saturday
evenings, they must end by 2
a.m.
I know a lot of students, including myself, resent this most
recent edict from above.
In the bygone days of the Legend of Late Night here at Trinity, we could boast of a good five
days of Late Night action: Crow
on Wednesday, the Hall on

Thursday, PS1-U on Friday and
AD on Saturday.
Now, I am not saying that
drinking beer four of seven days
in a week is a good thing, but I
certainly don't have the right to
make that decision for someone
else...and neither should the administration.

Suddenly, the college is acting
like my mother. But the reality
is that the newly enforced rule
does nothing more than push
students off campus to look
elsewhere for good times.
When was the last time that
the Tap was full on a Thursday
night? I'll tell you: About the
same time that the college
started to enforce the "No Late

Night on Thursday" policy.
By chance, a coincidence?
Not likely.
When is the administration
going to realize that students
will just get fake IDs, drive to
bars and have a few beers, only
to drive back to Trinity with one
too many in them!
One should question policies
that are likely to encourage, however
indirectly, drunk
driving. Drunk
driving accidents
would lead to bad
publicity. Has the
college already forgotten about what
happened
at
Colgate University,
or does it just not
care?
Since we are on
the subject of Late
Night, 1 also want to
bring up my personal frustration
with the 2 a.m.
shutdown policy. I
had a curfew of 2
a.m. when I was
fourteen and living at home.
Why does the administration
suddenly think that it is its responsibility to limit how late I'll
be out partying?
Hey, if 1 want to stay out late
drinking and then suffer from
a splitting hangover the next
day, it should be my choice.
Furthermore, if my grades
were to plummet due to my

abuse of alcohol then! will have
learned my lesson—or failed out
of college. Regardless, it should
be my choice.
Part of being young is staying'
out late with your friends and
having a good time. Times have
changed since members of the
administration have gone out
partying.
Students don't start as early
as older folks did, except for on
Homecoming, so we like to
party a bit later into the night.
Is that so bad? I mean, what •
is the difference between closing a party at 2 a.m. as opposed
to 3 or 4 a.m. ?
I've heard people mumble at
the Cave and Bistro, even on the
Daily Jolt, about the changes in
Late Night, but that is about it. I
know that the SGA must have
heard about this by now.
It has yet to sponsor a peti-

This way, Friday classes will
not be ruined by a ton of hangovers or still drunken students.
On the weekends though,
students will feel like they still
have their right to party.
My suggestion is a compromise that, 1 think, could make
the majority of students, faculty
and administrators happy.
So why hasn't a negotiation
or a compromise already been
made? Because the students
have not spoken, no one has
stood up and said I'm pissed off
and I want to change this policy!
Well I have. I've even given a
suggestion. But, more importantly,, why haven't you?
President Dobelle, the Deans
and the SGA all have phones
and extensions, and last I
checked phones still worked
both ways.
So make a call and state your

It should be my choice if I want to stay out
late drinking and then suffer from a splitting
hangover the next day
tion, or even proposeany action.
I've only heard some of the
faculty complain like the rest of
the students.
1 propose a solution to those
who see Late Night as a detriment to Trinity: close down
Thursday Late Night at 2 a.m.,
but allow weekend Late Nights
to carry on 'till whenever.

opinion, and if they don't listen
then find some way to make
them listen but be willing to
compromise.Otherwise, don't
bother to complain about the
changes, because you're not
willing to fight against them.
Sincerely,
Charles Hance '03 •
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Unwiring in the Age of the Network
What happens when the lights go out, the phone shuts down and there's a virus eating your files
totally cut off. Since 1 would mind. Last weekend the south
have probably continued run- side of campus was discon—•—- ning the virus checker nected from the Internet for
through my computer three days.
J. Ashe Reardon
The "normal"
until sun-up, I was secretly happy when ev- means of commuInsights and Affairs
were
erything went black. It nication
-~"""""~ was my excuse to go to halted and things
were left in a state
power of the Self and of the im- bed.
portance of self-reliance. From
As I lay there in bed, be- of suspended anihis early youth as a follower of side myself with nothing to mation.
No e-mail, IM, or
the Buddha, through his years do having lost my connecas a pure ascetic and then as tion to the outside world, .1 Internet connecwealthy
businessman, couldn't help but think how tion. If you think
Siddhartha goes through the dependent we are all becom- about all the things
motions chat ultimately lead ing on the various switches you do in a day how
him back to himself and the re- and cables that keep us all much time do you
think is spent utialization that the only truth lay "connected."
lizing some appliance that relies on
ISDN lines?
As we carry on in this Networked Society,
The steep jump
we have considerably less control over in the cost of energy has literally
our lives.
devastated California.
On the left coast,
Amenities like e-mail, the high-energy prices
within the soul.
phone
and and poorly arranged deregulaThis Self is a state of near Internet,
total self-reliance, where all voicemail have so woven tion of the energy industry has
things worldly are forsaken themselves into our daily all but paralyzed Californians,
routine that we are practi- many of whom have been expeand one can bet at ease.
Sunday night's brief power cally unaware of our depen- riencing rolling blackouts for
outage on the north side of cam- dence oh them—until, of weeks.
pus capped off a weekend course, they fail us. I didn't
And then there are the comwhere Romeo and Juliet in- light a candle and crack puter viruses—a new one
vaded my computer and macro open a book when my lights, emerging every few days. If
viruses chomped away at my computer and telephone you're lucky you just go to
suddenly went off on Sunday; McAfee and download the latMicrosoft Word documents.
est update; if you're not you
In those three days I came to 1 went to bed.
a not-so-fascinating realization:
As we carry on in the middle spend the weekend twiddling
As this world becomes more of this technological revolution your thumbs and feeling sorry
axuLxnare. wited* with, -every trm is defining our world as a for yourself as you watch a
plug and internet connection, Networked Society, there is little dozen or more files wither away
we are becoming less and less doubt that we have consider- and die right in front of your
self-reliant.
ably less control over our lives eyes.
Advances in Information
Hour three of my pathetic ef- than we did before the advent of
Technology and bio-medical
forts to de-bug rny computer the microchip,
ended with the electricity being
A couple of examples come to engineering have gone a long
In Herman Hesse's novel
Siddhartha we learn about the

imwcmm
TQ/10M0WJW£

technological revolution that
swept the globe in the last quarter of the 20 century.
Nonetheless, in the United
States where the
average person
takes two prescription drugs
daily, cannot seem
to comprehend a
television-less life
and surfs the web
all day, one just has
to wonder if we are
all missing something here.
I felt truly
helpless without
my computer
this past weekend. I had no email, no word
processor, no
calendar and no
music. For a few
hours I let the
Internet revolution fool me into
ability of new drugs, or access believing that without the
to the Internet that makes com- luxury of modern electronmunications easier and cheaper, ics and micro-chips I was
there is much to be said for the some how cut off.
way to make life easier for many
on this earth.
Whether genetically engineered soy products, the avail-

LETTER T O THE EDITOR

Suggestions for
Change at SGA
To the editor:
I read the article in last
week's Tripod about the SGA
"Campaign for Change" and
want to offer a couple of suggestions.
May 1 make a request that
reporters check with those
who are featured in articles
to make sure that students
who cite our opinions and
our actions are accurately
representing them and have
set them in the proper context.
I also invite you to check
with those most involved in the
efforts to assess the feasibility
of adding or reconfiguring the
cable channels and those who
are working to bring the de-

students? Should students who
desire cable in their rooms be
asked to pay the bill themselves?
The administration must
decide whether and how
much to raise tuition each
•year to meet the demands
for added services and must
weigh the benefits of investing more money in
items that will improve students' comfort, convenience, or entertainment
against the need to direct the
same pool of funds to other expenses.
The administration and the
faculty are charged, first and
foremost, with providing the
best possible education for se-

The admistration are charged with providing
the best possible education for Trinity
students

Why viruses spread.

sired T-card system to campus.
You will find that administrators have dedicated much time
and effort to both issues, have
made substantial progress, and
have listened to students
throughout this process/Thus,
your original story has misled
readers.
You also will find, as the SGA
knows well, that bringing such
added services can be expensive.
As students add their name
to a petition demanding action
on these matters, I hope it follows an educated review of the
options that might be considered to meet the costs.
For example, should the
SGA be asked to devote its resources to support cable TV for

rious, bright Trinity students.
Such an education is expensive, and many students and
their parents already struggle to
meet the costs. Thus, we do
not make decisions lightly
to spend more money.
Talk to Amy Howard, Phil
Duffy, John Langeland and
others who have spent much
time investigating these issues and learn how they
make balanced, well-reasoned, fiscally prudent decisions at the same time that they
try to be responsive to students.
Sincerely,
Sharon D. Herzberger,
Vice President for Student
Services, and Professor of Psychology
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The Beat
She's Mine
On February 10 at 1:07am a Mariott employee and a male student became involved in a physical altercation at the Smith
House. The argument was apparently over a girl. Both parties
were intoxicated; no serious, injuries were reported.

3 am Barney Caumble
At 1:14am on February 10 Campus Safety responded to a call
f romjarvis. A student had become severely intoxicated, yet was
still conscious. The student was transported to the Emergency
Room of Hartford Hospital via ambulance.

I'll Huff and I'll Puff and I'll...
At 2:15am on February 11 a male and female student in Little
Dormitory were "having words" when the argument got out of
hand. The couple had recently broken up, and the male was
harassing the female at a party. At the time Campus Safety reported to the scene he was trying to enter into her room. No
injuries were sustained.

But What Will You Do With it?
On February 11 at 2:40am a AA Shuttle was sitting in the
driveway of Mather Hall when a student approached the driver.
The student took the radio out of the hand of the driver and proceeded to run away, taking the radio with him. The radio has
not yet been recovered.

Caught in the Crossfire
At 3:30am on February 10, a Campus Safety officer was driving down Vernon Street when he spotted a group of students in
the middle of a snowball fight. He beeped his horn and the students let him pass The officer then returned down the street
when he was blindsided by_ a snowball hitting him in the head.
The officer reports that this action was deliberately aimed at
him with malicious intentions. The student who' threw the
snowball first gave the officer a false name, but was then identified correctly by the officer.

I Just Couldn't Deal
Campus Safety officers responded to an activated smoke
alarm in Cook Dormitory at 1:52am on February 10. Upon entering the room from which the alarm was coming, the officers
found a student standing on a chair tampering with the smoke
alarm in his hands. The student claims that he was annoyed by
the noise and trying to stop it. The officer replaced the alarm
and reported the incident to Buildings and Grounds.

A Place for Everything
At 1:28am on February 10, as Campus Safety officers were patrolling North Campus for recurring excessive noise and vandalism, problems that have been reported in the past, it was
discovered that someone had tripped over a trash can. The first
and second floors were completely covered with rubbish. No
permanent damage was reported.

Release the Hounds!
On February 8 at 6:00pm a student was running with the
cross-country team down Fairfield Avenue when he was attacked by a dog estimated to weigh 180 pounds. The dog grabbed
the student's left arm, and when he tried to shake the dog off, it
then went for his upper arm. The student was transported to
the University of Connecticut Medical Center for evaluation and
treatment. The owner of the dog has not been identified, but
Animal Control is investigating the incident.

But Officer, It's Diet Coke...
At 10:30pm on February 9, a Campus Safety officer was travelling north along Summit Street directly behind a Hartford
Police patrol. As the cars approached Funston, they saw two Trinity students exiting a black Volvo carrying open containers of
Bud Light. The students were identified as being underage.
When asked if there was more alcohol in the car, the students
showed the officer a 30-pack of Bud Light in the car. The officer
confiscated the beer and let the students return to their rooms.
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Preamble meeting Thursday
Continued from page one
Haverford College, Connecticut
College and Rhodes College for
ideas, according to Rounick.
They also had dinner with
Don McCade, a Rutgers University professor and an affiliate of
the Center for Academic Integrity. "He gave us some general
advice as to how to get this
project moving. The one thing
that he stressed is that there has
to be significant effort and desire on the part of the student
body for this to happen," says
Rounick.
The major cheating scandal
in Prof. Gary Reger's Fall Semester "Foundations of Greek and
Roman History" class did not
affect the writing of the preamble, according to Chiarello
and Rounick.
Rounick thinks that it is too
early to tell whether students
are receptive to what has been
released. Both Chiarello and he
stress that they are open to input from any students.
An open meeting for discussion of this document has been
scheduled for Thursday, February 15 at 5:30 pm in the Alumni
Lounge, which is in Mather

Hall. Butos, Fulco, Mary Thomas, Dean of Students,
Chiarello and Rounick will all
be at the meeting. "It's a working draft. On Thursday students
will really be able to weigh in.
This is not a closed group," says
Fulco.
No definite timeline for writing a full working version of a
possible honor code has been
given at this time. Butos acknowledges that the working
preamble should have been
completed prior to Winter
Break, but notes that "because of
the input we want to get from
students, everything has literally been slowed down."
"I don't know that we have a
timeline. For the spring, there
will be a series of discussions for
students and for faculty but
mostly we want students thinking about the honor code," says
Fulco.
'• .
"It's a really long process. If it's
not a long process, then something is wrong" says Light, who
attended the 10lh Annual Conference of the Center for Academic Integrity with Butos and
Fulco in November. The conference was held in Colorado

Springs. On average, the experience of most colleges and universities that have adopted
honor codes has been that it is a
two year process to implement
one, according to Light.
At the moment, discussion on
whether or not Trinity should
adopt an honor code seems to
have been shelved in favor of
discussion over what form an
honor code would take.
"This is going to happen unless there is a huge disaster," says
Light. "The more people know
about honor codes, the more
they like them."
"We're moving in that direction [toward an honor code],"
says Fulco. "It's not going to be
framed that way, though, up or
down do you want an honor
code."
Later in thesemester McCade
will come to campus to conduc t
sessions for faculty and students.
One of the things that McCade
will do is talk to faculty about
how they can unwittingly contribute to cheating incidents,
says Fulco. McCade has done a
great deal of research on patterns
of cheating among American
high school students.

PREAMBLE TO THE TRINITY COLLEGE HONOR CODE
"The purpose of the Honor Code is to foster a sense of community united in a quest for excellence
in liberal arts education. The nature of th is Community is founded upon integrity in all facets of the
life of the College. Each member is responsible to help create an atmosphere of mutual trust and
respect in which scholarly work and learning thrive.
"By subscribing to an Honor Code, we wish to promote the goals' of the Community while preserving the freedom of individuals. The task of uniting such a diverse community requires a conscious appreciation for the differences among us, while discovering the commonality of our goals.
The key ingredients necessary to achieve this unity are a respect for truth and a belief in the importance of civic responsibility."
a bond. A substantial portion of
this amount is already committed to key projects previously
authorized by the Board, including the Library and Information Technology Center;
President Dobelle reported at Vernon Street upgrades as conthe Tuesday, February 8 faculty templated in the Master Plan;
meeting that he is very confi- and upgrades to the fire systems
dent that Trinity will meet the in all residence halls on camKresge challenge and the total pus.
dollar goal for the project.
However, President Dobelle
He reported that Kresge is reported at the faculty meeting
concerned about two key Tuesday that the financing
benchmarks: dollars raised and would also provide some addithe ability of the institution to tional monies with which to
leverage new and significantly address other pressing needs,
increased gifts from a broad and such as classroom and laboradiverse group of constituents,
including members of the campus community. And he indicated that he believes approval
from the Board to break ground
on this project immediately is
all but sure to come at the Trustees' March meeting.
A year ago January, the Board
approved unanimously a $32million proposal to expand and
renovate Trinity's library and
combine it with the computing
center to create a state-of-theart library and information tory upgrades.
The College will need to letechnology center. Not all the
verage
these borrowed funds
money that needs to be raised
for this top priority of the Col- to raise a great deal more,
lege or to meet a Kresge Foun- which will make it possible to
dation challenge has been, meet other significant capital
needs and undertake new, maraised yet.
jor projects whose costs - in total and in some cases
Trustees Authorize Bond
individually - far exceed the
Issue
amount of uncommitted,
available financing.
At a special meeting Monday,
These new projects might inFebruary 5, the Board of Trust- clude improving-instructional
ees approved a resolution, pro- facilities—classrooms, laboratoposed by the Finance ries, and offices — throughput
Committee of the Board, autho- the campus, a studio arts facilrizing the financing of a maxi- ity, the Austin Arts Center exmum of $50 million in capital pansion and renovation project,
projects through the issuance of as well as the Jar vis residence

Progress Toward Meeting
the Kresge Challenge and
Funding the Library
Project

Trinity

News Briefs

hall renovation. The Connecticut Historical Society's plans for
a new facility on Zion Street, as
well as other plans for Zion
Street and the periphery, are
also expected to have impact on
Trinity's own facility planning.

Trinity's Robot Contest
Has Gone Global
For the past eight years Trinity College has organized and
run the largest robotics contest
in the world — the Trinity College Fire-Fighting Home Robot
Contest.
The international event attracts the best competitors from
all over the United States and
the world. Last week a delegation from China visited Trinity
to help coordinate its activities
in establishing an official Trinity contest program nationally
in China.
This year the contest's organizers expect over 150 robots
from such American universities and colleges as MIT, University of California, Penn State
University, University of Texas,
University of Oregon and the
US, Naval Academy.
In addition, robots and their
builders Will be coming not
only from China but also from
Canada, France, Israel, Argentina, Korea, Australia, Switzerland, Romania and Thailand,
just to name a few.
There will even be robots
built by high-schoolers and elementary-school students as
young as 5th grade. This year's
event will be held during the
weekend of April 21 and 22 and
will include free seminars, exhibits and demonstrations of
the latest robot science and
technology.
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Trinity Senior Gets His Fifteen Minutes of Fame
BY DAVIS ALBOHM

News Writer

One of Trinity's own was featured on national television five
days in a row last week. j.R.
Romano, a senior from Derby,
CT, was chosen to participate in
the MTV show "VJ for a Day," a
popular game show that attracts about eight million viewers per day.
The show provides a venue
for three contestants who are
vying to become an MTV VJ.
The winners are chosen
through fan voting online,
and as a result, the winner
moves on to the next day's
show. If one individual wins
five days in a row, he or she is
hired by MTV as a VJ.

bunch of questions, and had me
do some improvisation. I never
expected to get picked."
However, on January 24,
Romano received a call in his
Vernon Place dorm room asking
him to report to the show the
following Monday. He was at
the set at 1:00 Monday afternoon to rehearse with the host,
Munns, and the other two contestants. The show aired live at
3:30 PM. "I was not that nervous.
The audience is only about
ninety people, so it's like speaking in a large class at Trinity."
Romano did state that he ingested eight sugar packets before airtime in order to keep his
energy level up.
The end result of the first
show was close, but Romano
won by a margin of 49% to 47%.

"I was not that nervous. The audience is
only about ninety people, so it's like speaking
in a large class at Trinity" - f.R, Romano
Romano won four days, and
on the final day took on Ray
Munns, a VJ who has held the
host position for the past six
months. However, at the end,
Romano lost by a margin of 2%.
Last December, over winter
break, Romano was in New
York to attend the taping of an
MTV dance show. "I was standing in line and a woman walked
up to me and asked if 1 wanted
to audition for the show."
Shortly after, Romano traveled
to New York and met with MTV
recruiters. "They asked'me a

By winning, he earned the
right to continue to Tuesday. He
cruised through the next three
shows on Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, winning by over
fifty percent. Romano spent the
week in Manhattan in a hotel
provided by MTV.
On the show, Romano had to
perform a number of tasks in
order to prove his worth to the
audience. He had to answer
questions from the audience,
take calls from outside viewers,
and introduce music videos. At
the eficTb'f each Show, he would

then have ten seconds to plead
his case to the crowd and voters.
Romano did mention Trinity
College several times on the
show, and at point had the
crowd chant "Trinity rules."
If Romano had won the last
show, he would have signed an
immediate contract with MTV
and, according to him, would
have left Trinity. "I would have
dropped out of school and
signed the contract," says

Romano.
Romano was supported by
many of his friends on campus
and at home. "Everyone I ran
into at Trinity said they voted
for me 100 times. I definitely
had a lot of support here on
campus." He has already been
recognized on the streets of
New York City and New Haven.
Romano also stated that
MTV expressed interest in recruiting on the Trinity campus

for "VJ for a Day."
After critiquing his performance, Romano said that his VJ
skills could have been better,
which he says could have hurt
him on the show. "The final result was not surprising, but it
was disappointing.
"I did not think I would make
it as far as I did. However, it was
a blast, and even if 1 had known
the outcome beforehand, I still
would have done it."

Second Mugging in Two Weeks
Continued from page one
to prevent incidents such as
these in the future. "We are focusing our patrols in problem
areas and are working very
closely with the Hartford Police
Department."
Morris acknowledged the
possibility of having more officers patrolling the campus at
night, but cautions that it is a
sensitive subject.
"We don't want to infringe
upon the rights of students...we
don't want them to think we are
here to curtail drinking and
partying. We are looking at this
one day at a time. If we feel the
need for more patrols, we will
get them."
Since the first incident last
week, a hired Harford patrol car
has monitored Crescent Street
around the clock. Morris suggests similar action will be taken
temporarily in the area surround
the Admissions Building construction. Currently, officers are

hired by Trinity College to man
Vernon and Summit Streets.
Coupled with the mugging
reported in the Tripod last week,
there has been increased
thought given to the state of security on campus. Vice President for Student Services
Sharon Herzberger reports that
there has been concern from
parents and students alike.
Erica Martinson '03 states,
"It's not that I personally feel
unsafe, but I do feel that the
campus has some safety issues
that have to be addressed."
According to Herzberger,
"These types of incidents are
extremely rare and difficult to
prevent, however, it is important for everyone to know that
we are taking them very seriously. "
In looking at this specific incident, Morris is reserving his
comments until all the facts of
the case are known. "There are
questions surrounding the inci-

dent that are being investigated
by the Hartford Police Department."
Herzberger, in addition to expressing her confidence that the
college will do everything it can
to help students feel more secure, finds it as important that
students take it upon themselves to ensure their own safety.
"We hope students can help
us, pointing out areas where
they don't feel safe and take the
necessary precautions. We are
trying to educate students
about safe practices that will
minimize risks. Together, with
efforts from Campus Safety, we
hope this can alleviate any
problems in the future."
Fadrhonc would "ideally like
to see more guys patrolling, on
foot, where this stuff actually
happens."
He stresses that "students
need to feel like they're safe
when they're wandering
around campus."

Career Services
The Best way To predict Your Future is to create It.

Resume Deadlines
Tuesday, February 13, 2001
Reliant Energy for Staff Accountant/Analyst, Analyst
and Analyst internship, Retail Structure Analyst and
Retail Structure Analyst internship

Thursday, February i s , 2001 continued...
Sponsors for Educational Opportunity (SEO) Career
Program for Wall Street internship
Towers Perrin for specialist

Wednesday, February i a , 2001
New England Financial for Financial Representative
Taft School for Teacher Fellowship

Friday, February IB, 2001
G E Financial Assurance Company for Financial Risk
Underwriter
Naval Financial Management Career center for
internship
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation
for Summer Fellowship

Thursday, February 15, 2001
Catholic Legal immigration Network, Inc. for Project
Assistant
FleetBoston Financial for Business Analyst
Great Meadows National wildlife Refuge for
internship '
institute for Humane Studies (Liberty Program) for
Charles C. Koch summer Fellow Program 2001
institute of Paper Science for Research Assistant
Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge for internship
Phillips Exeter Academy for internship for Juniors and
Seniors
Rosweil Park Cancer Institute for Research
Participation Program
Smithsonian National Air and space Museum for
summer intern

Sunday, February 18, 2001
Readak Educational Services, inc. for Teacher
Monday, February 19, 2001
American Management Systems for Various Consulting
Positions
Tuesday, February 20, 2001
Aetna, inc. for internships (Summer)

more Information or to apply for uny of these positions,
please wfsit Trinity Recruiting.
http://wiim.trlncoll.edu/depts/students/weicome.htin
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residents of the orbiting outpost.
But before shuttle astronauts
deliver their cargo, a $1.4 billion
laboratory, they presented the
spacestation Alpha inhabitants
with gifts from Earth.
HAMILTON, Ontario (CNN)
The hatches between shuttle
— The woman hospitalized in Atlantis and space station AlCanada with a mystery illness pha swung open two hours afhas taken a turn for the worse ter the noon linkup, about 225
and is now on life support and miles (360 km) above the Earth.
in critical condition, officials at But the antenna was obstructed,
Henderson Hospital said preventing the meeting of the
Thursday.
two crews from beingbroadcast
Doctors said they've ruled out live.
the Ebola virus and Marburg
Over the weekend, the
hemorrhagic fever for the uni- Atlantis astronauts have a more
dentified woman who flew to serious activity planned, conToronto from the Democratic
Republic of Congo over the
weekend and went to the emergency room Sunday evening.
The doctors said they're continuing to test her for other
hemorrhagic fevers and already
know she has a mild case of
malaria.
Forty people at Henderson
Hospital where the patient is
being treated and 23 laboratory necting the U.S.-built Destiny
workers or healthcare providers lab to Alpha.
at another hospital had possible
The school bus-sized module
close contact with the patient, will house a variety of experiaccording to health officials in ments to study the effects of
Hamilton.
weightlessness, includingsome
that could pave the way for huShuttle brings
man travel to Mars.
"We try not to think of the
science lab,
cost of the lab. It's certainly not
gifts to space
something we could pay back if
station
we ruined it," shuttle commander Ken Cockrell told reJOHNSON SPACE CENTER, porters.
Texas (CNN) — After docking
The lab also holds 13 computwith the international space ers, which will enable NASA's
station, the space shuttle Mission Control to take over
Atlantis crew warmly greeted cdhtrol of the space station

Woman with
mystery
iSSness getting
sicker

NEWS
from the Russian space agency,
probably within the next
month or two.
Atlantis should conclude its
11-day mission on February 18.

Monarchists
cSash with
Iranian police
TEHRAN, Iran (CNN) - Dozens of Iranian protesters were
arrested on Friday following a
clash with Tehran police on the
eve of the anniversary of the
1979 Islamic Revolution,
Anti-riot police and Basij volunteer militiamen used tear gas
and batons to disperse hundreds of anti-government demonstrators, most supporters of a
return to the monarchy that
was abolished with the end of
Shah Mohammed Reza
Pahlavi's 38-year rule.
A number of the demonstrators were injured in the violent
clashes at Mellat (People) Park,
Tehran's largest and a popular
family gathering spot on Fridays, a Muslim holy day.
Student leaders and other
pro-democracy activists have
been jailed and more than 30
liberal-to-moderate newspapers have been banned in a
hard-line backlash against
Khatami's reforms.
The state-run Islamic Republic News Agency (1RNA) did
not mention arrests or injuries
in its report, but said that "some
opposition groups outside the
country had previously called
on their supporters to stage
demonstrations against the Islamic Republic of Iran today. :
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Campus Life to Improve
creation of a fight song and a
student pep band are among the
| YOSELEVSKY
recommended remedies.
News Writer
The lottery system is due for
an overhal 1 as well, according to
the committee's proposal. The
The Subcommittee on Stu- committee feels a better system
dent Goverance, falling under would be a numeric one, rangthe umbrella of the Master Plan ing from 1-10 with room for ratfor Student Life, has been ings such as 6,3. A summary
formed in order to improve explaining each room's rating
scampus life in addition to the should be provided as well.
physical plant of Trinity ColThe Co-ed Mandate came
lege. David Alexander, '03 and under fire as the committee feels
Timothy Herbst, '02 are serving it "fails to help any group at
as co-chairs.
Trinity, but instead hurts many."
The subcommittee has met Certain multicultural Fraternifive times now with its seven ties and Sororities are not able to
subcommittee
members, be recognized here on campus
Darrell Claiborne, Robin as long as the mandate exists as
Sheppard
and
Sharon becoming co-ed would violate
their national charters.
Herzberger have been present.
According to the committee's
Recommendations were
written proposal, still in draft made regarding multicultural
form, their objective is to deter- organizations as well. It was
mine how students can take suggested that Trinity provide
more initiative, thus promoting storage room for International
"a community of intellectual, students' use. Additionally,
social and academic indepen- transportation to Trinity is the
dence.
responsibility of the student
In an analysis of program- upon arrival in the country.
ming several points were em"Our committee did a wonphasized. Students on the derful job of dealing with a
committee agreed that events wide range of issues and conneed not all be elaborate, a cerns. From investigating Greek
regular schedule of small life to addressing residential life,
events are preferable. It is also our committee made the effort
suggested that more empha- to talk specifically to the people
sis be placed on traditional who work with these issues,"
events such as a capella con- said Alexander.
certs, Parents Weekend and
Following a final meeting, at
Spring Weekend.
which the committee's proposal
The committee identified two will be finalized, their work will
other weaknesses as well: be submitted to President
Trinity's lack oE a sense oi tra- Dobelle andf inally the Board of
dition and a rival school. •***v"' Trustees.
BY MARCIE

First Year Students?
Looking for a Summer Job or Internship?
Need to work on your interview skills?
Spring 2001 Practice Interviews
Dates:

Tuesday, February 20
Wednesday, February 21
Thursday, February 22

Time;

Interviews are scheduled in half hour increments
from 6:00pm- 9:00pm

Location: Career Services Office - Seubury 45
o...gifii; tip.;
Apply via Trinity Recruiting:
lui|y//wmv .irincoll.edu/deplsfcareer/siudentii/wdamie.IUffl
and click on Trinity Recruiting
If your resume is unloaded in Trinity Recruiting:
Click on "Find Jobs"
In Employer Name type in Practice Interviews and click search
Click on the "APPLY" button and upload your resume
In one day you will receive an e-mail asking you to sign up fur interviews
If you have to unload your resume:
Click on "My Documents"
Click on "Upload" - underneath the main tool bar
Follow the on-screen instructions ami at the end click on upload
You will return to the original "My Documents" screen.
****You must wait until the screen says "Ready" under the "Status" column
before you do anything else or your resume will not upload. Once the status
column says ready - your resume will be uploaded****
Click on "Find Jobs"
In Employer Name type in Practice Interviews and click search
Click on the "APPLY" button, select your resume and click apply and you are all
set

You will then receive an e-mail asking you to sign up for interviews. The e-mail
will have instructions on how to sign up.

Would you like to see work
that you wrote last fall for
your First-Year Seminar or
Special Program published?
Every Spring, the First-Year Program
at Trinity recognizes the exceptional
written work of first-year students by
publishing the First-Year Papers, a
journal of outstanding first-year scholarship.
All types of written work, including
essays, term papers, poetry, fiction and/
or scientific research, may be submitted.
However, only assignments written for
a First-Year Seminar or the Guided
Studies, Cities, Inter Arts or Interdisciplinary Science Program will be considered.

If you have any questions please call the Career Services Office at x2080

The deadline for submissions is
Wednesday, February 14. Contact the
First-Year Program at ext. 5375 (Basement of Jones) for more information or
to submit a paper.
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Lecture Series Draws Crowd and Heightens Concern
no one under the age of 16 can be executed unless there is a prior statute. Pete
Wilson proposed such a statute in 1997.
A landmark in the anti-death penalty
crusade has come with the initial sentencing to death of a South African teenager in Jackson, Mississippi. This
still-continuing, event prompted the
start-up of the Stop Killing Kids Campaign as well as general student organization and action.
The Stop Killing Kids Campaign
serves to raise consciousness, organize
youth, and build alliances. In explaining
these forms of activism, Hawkins described two reasons why the death penalty cannot apply to children: first,
LAURA RAND
because the death penalty is used as a Steven W. Hawkins makes his point clear
form of retribution, justified by the fact
approximately 20 percent of people ada- come involved in helping to abolish the
mantly favor and 20 percent adamantly death penalty for children and all people
were defined by Hawkins. He said that
oppose the death penalty.
Pfeil made the claim that in today's so- "College students can push for city coun"The criminal... has replaced the Communist. Political
"the Criminal... has replaced the cil members to pass a moritorium outculture thrives on making people afraid and directing the ciety,
Communist" and "political culture lawing the death penalty in Connecticut,
blame flow down or over instead of up" - Fred Pfeil
thrives on making people afraid and di- they can hold protests at the State House,
recting the blame flow down or over in- and they can contribute through letterwriting campaigns and on the internet."
stead of up."
When Pfeil answered a question posed
Anyone interested in becoming active
that persons who have been sentenced
dren to death.
The others are Iran, Yemen, Saudi to death are beyond rehabilitation when by a student on the role the media plays in the fight against the death penalty is
Arabia, Nigeria, and Pakistan. The in fact children have not had the oppor- in terms of death and violence, he re- invited to attend a meeting of the ConUnited Nations charter against allowing tunity to be habilitated at all and sec- sponded that "middle class white people necticut Network to Abolish the Death
the death penalty for minors has been ondly because children do not think in the suburbs are more frightened about Penalty. The meeting is scheduled for
ratified by all but two countries - the about ultimate consequences of their ac- crime than people who live in high crime this Wednesday, February 14 at 7p.m. at
areas."
the United Methodist Church of HartUnited States and Somalia, the latter of tions.
which has no stable government which
The response to the lecture was very ford on Farmington Avenue.
Following Hawkins' lecture, Profescould ratify.
Any students interested in attending
sor Fred Pfeil of the English Depart- positive. According to Elahi, "my hope is
Within the United States, 38 states ment spoke about the death penalty in that through the'Human Rights Lecture should meet in the Mather lobby at
currently allow the death penalty and terms of politics and our society. He Series, we provide opportunities for fol- 6:30p.m. on Wednesday. All questions
24 of those authorize the use of the death pointed out that politicians who are low-up and action." Pfeil added to that concerning the International Human
penalty for children. Only nine of those against the death penalty do not stay response by saying that he believes that Rights Lecture Series and the Trinity
states have minimum age limits. in office: for example, Mario Cuomo .of "the vast majority of the audience was Human Rights Program should be admoved in a positive direction."
dressed., to Maryarn Elahi, director, HuHawkins mentioned the QQurjt case, Th- . New York.
ompson v. OkUboTOaMtflcfi'sftterf1^
»h*<<5e*fcS&«f public opimon, however?' ' The :ways in which students can be- mi
Continued from page one
Both Janice andjoseph were neglected as
children and were executed at the age of
17. As Hawkins said, "At 16, you can't see
Dead Man Walking, but you could star
in it."
From the anecdotes, Hawkins gave
national and international statistics relating to children and the death penalty.
For example, currently 74 people on
.death raw were convicted as children
and,of ten recorded instances for.girls,
eight are. African-American and one is
Native American. ••.-• . •
.Two-thirds of the children on death •
row are children of color. Twenty-four
states authorize the use of the death penalty for children. Internationally, in the
1990s, there were only six countries including the United States that put chil-

m

Volunteers Needed!
Center for Youth is looking for volunteers
Become Tutors in an after-school program
Hours: Monday • Thursday, after
school, lots of flexibility
Interested? Call Mai: 524-6842
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In Middletown, Something Out of An Opera
BY STEPHEN BAXTER
Food Critic at Large

Upon approaching Tuscany Grille in
downtown Middletown last Friday
night the first thing we noticed was that
the facade was a theater marquee. We
discovered that the building that the restaurant is situated in what was once the
Middlesex Opera House and a movie
theater; the restaurant kept many of the
original fixtures when they opened
about a decade ago.
They do not accept reservations so my
two friends and I waited for about ten
minutes for a table. The downstairs part
of the restaurant hosted a cozy nonsmoking section and a lively four-sided
bar, surrounded by yupsters from the
area. We were seated upstairs in the
smoking section, which looked down on
the bar and a funky jazz band that

started up at about 10:00 p.m. The only
thing that did not complement the atmosphere was that tables were called out
on a P.A.; it reminded us of a fast food restaurant. To hear tables being called as we
were eating more or less ruined the atmosphere. Thefoodwould soon make up
for it.
For our first course, antipasti, we had
fire roasted peppers and the portabella
caesar salad. Our waiter also brought the
antipasto special, which we had not ordered. We informed him of this and he
just shrugged and gave it to us gratis.
That decision scored points with all of
us. The fire roasted peppers and the
anitpasto special were similar dishes,
with roasted red peppers soaked in olive
oil and accompanied by lettuce and
polenta. As with almost everything at
Tuscany Grill, the portions were large.
After a Tuscan caesar salad and delicious
garlic bread focaccia, we were ready for
our main courses.

I ordered the Pesto Veal Tower, which
was a hearty dish of three thin veal
steaks separated by two layers of mushrooms with a mashed potato base and
peppery gravy sauce. The sauce could
have was good but nothing special, perhaps a little less flashy in order to emphasize the flavor of the veal. My female
friend ordered what I considered to be
the best dish on the table, a half portion
of the shrimp scampi pesto with
linguine. It was just right—flavorful but
not overwhelming. The key to the dish
seemed to be the sparsely used sundried
tomato bits that gave it some zest. The
size was about right too, and she didn't
need to raise the white flag to surrender
like the rest of us. My other friend commented that his Puttanesca dish satisfied
him, but he couldn't even put a dent in it
having ordered the full portion. It was
tasty, authentic and a tomato lover's
dream, but it was giant.

and we were not disappointed. The
chocolate raspberry cheesecake and the
strawberry white chocolate mousse
were both outstanding.
When the bill came it was not cheap,
but given the size of the dishes and the
"take-home" factor, it was reasonable.
Appetizers were about $7-8 and entrees
about $10-17. We agreed that the shrimp
scampi pesto was the best dish we had
in terms of taste and value. Overall the
service was good—our waiter Mark was
very polite. We decided to give the ambiance a 7 and the food an 8 on a scale of
one to ten. We said that we would take a
date here, even though the crowd was
generally more yuppified than most
places. 1 think this would be an ideal restaurant to go if, for example, Ijust got my
paycheck and had a large appetite. It's
also a good place to start a night before
one hits the bars in Middletown.
So you want a change of scenery and

We simply couldn't pass up dessert

a hpartvNnrthprn Italian meal 1 rscom-

WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS REGARDING THE TWORECENT MUGGINGS
ON CAMPUS?
NICOLE
REICHENBACH ' 0 3

PKOF. DAVID
HLMDERSON

ADAM COFFIN '04
WILL PEACE '04

"I have no faith in
Campus Safety.
I've had to walk
across campus
alone at 4AM
because a shuttle
wouldn't get me.

Its very frightening Kids cannot
Vv ii Ik around by
themselves anymore."

"They're not going
to do anything
until someone gets
shot."

Ask the Question Marquis
Q: Dear Question Marquis: My sister's boyfriend broke up with her over a year ago. But his voice is still on her
answering machine. Should I tell her how pathetic this is? - Stephen in Annapolis
A: My advice here is going like this: It is not a problem, it is an opportunity. There is no truer friend of passion than the
vulnerable rejected lover. You must simply play your cards correctly. I recommend a subtle approach to win her trust
Perhaps you can tell her about Questia. About how much more free time she will have when she's writing research
papers if she does the research online. Free time that the two of you could use to, je ne sais pas, get to know each other
better? If you know what I.. .wait-you said your sister's boyfriend? This is a terrible misunderstanding. I have got to stop
skimming these questions.
cLs&cz. v&t

iusiJz**^?''

Ask the Question Mtirquis is u siionulirtillr pinlm-eil
titMee column. hcaiUM' /tm/nr laving mkes lime, it is In he
mul with a silly French tlnvill. The l i m ufthe Qiinlinn
Marquis are his titnne willare in nu way In he cumtiueil us
!
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Q: Dear Question Marquis: I am very interested in Questia. Could you please give me some more information about its
excitingfeatures? ~TW in Houston
A: Zut alors! I think my employer has slipped this one in. But just by chance this is not how the case is, I wifl answer it
briefly. Questia will have an extensive scholarly collection, and the full text of each book and journal article is all online.
You just enter your topic and then you can instantly search through any book. And many of the author's own sources are,
how you say, "hyperlinked." So you can follow the writer's train of thought, if you like. Also, quotes, footnotes and bibliographies are all done automatically. And, in a few months, Questia can be used to more efficiently groom racehorses. Or
such is my understanding. That may be confidential information, so don't go gossiping it about like a bunch of Montesquieu's
concubines. Now 1 wish I hadn't told you.

"There is no truer friend of passion than the vulnerable rejected lover.
You simply must play your cards correctly."
Q: Dear Question Marquis: Well. ..whv did you tell us? In both ofvour answers, you could have corrected vow mistakes
bv using the delete key.
A: In life, there is no such thing as a delete key. Q.E.D., there is no delete key for writing my column. What's done is done
what's said is said. Vive moi! (Long live me!)
.

Wf
www.questia.com

[••;isli.'i;: ihc Qucsliitn Miiiquis. IheOiiL'slion M;iR]Liis si
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Better Papers, Faster.
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Saint Vafentine Strides
jardfess of (Dating Status VaCentine's T)ay is Overrated
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS
Managing Editor

Speaking as someone who
currently has a significant
other, Valentine's Day is really a
wretched holiday. Actually, if
you are going to get really
specif ic.I'm convinced it isn't really a holiday. It's a marketing
ploy designed by clever capitalists looking for some way to recover from the mid-winter
slump. 1 am also speaking as
someone who has spent many
a Valentine's Day as a single.
There's not much improvement.
Let's start with my most recent observation: sparkly packages of chocolate in the Cave.
For the Man Who Forgets Everything: To prevent an "oh,
shit!" moment, the Cave has graciously stocked several different
size boxes for your Valentine

away? If you buy those cute
little candy bars now, they'll
probably go bad by the Big Day.
(Unless, of course, you are like
me - then you'll just eat them all
and have to buy more.)
If the commercialism doesn't
get you, the advent of the actual
month will. I'm not sure how
often any of you drive down
New Britain Ave, but if you do
you may have observed a cute
little flower shop that usual
sports a large sign reading
"Dozen Red Roses - $9.99."
That's not a bad deal, less than
a dollar a pop. (Hint to the Eternally Clueless Man - spontaneous flowers - i.e. for no reason in
particular - are always a good
thing, especially at this price)
But 1 digress... The particularly
observant will have noted, by
now, that that sign has conspicuously disappeared. Why,
you might ask? Because the

Apparently no one is in their right mind
around Valentine's Day, however, because
hundreds of dozens of roses sell at these
prices, and florists twiddle their little green
thumbs with glee.

Next in the litany of ridiculousness is the restaurant scene.
Everyone wants to be taken out
to the fancy restaurant of their
choice. ("Their" choice, by the
way, means "her" choice. Let's
not get confused about these
things. Most guys could probably care less. About the entire
holiday.) The Smart Man - if
they exist - has thought about
this sometime around midJanuary and has booked a table,
specifying that it not be too
close to the kitchen or the door.
It's cold in February. Woe to
anyone else who has not had the
foresight to do this. (Or the luck
to acquire a girlfriend while
there is still plenty of grace
time) There is not a table to be
had, and I very much doubt that
the local McDonald's will count
as fine dining. I, by chance, you
have found that special table in
that perfect restaurant, be prepared to pay. This isn't just a
normal meal, you have to have
the special priejixe menu - for
the uninitiated, in layman's
terms this means twice the
price, half the taste, and you
don't get any choices. Kinda
makes ordering Chinese food in
sound appealing, doesn't it?

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - FEBRUARY
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Top Ten Reasons To Be Single
on Valentine's Day
10. Guaranteed guilt free viewing of the
spicypakil Valentine's Day Spectacular.
9. It provides a sound justification for
alcoholism,
8. Hookers are lower maintenance than
girlfriends... or boyfriends.
7. Being single, you have a much better chance
of meeting someone... at 3AM... near the
President's House... brandishing a firearm,
6. The $200 dinner bill from Max's.
5. You don't have to worry about hearing the
words "going-steady"... and almost puking.
4. Freshmen

;

3. You don't have to say "I love you. "Face it, you
don't mean it anyway.
: v s
2. Nicole Kidman's recent divorce from Tom
Cruise
1. Your left hand.... Vaseline...youget the idea.

As a single, you watch all the sunset, and by this time all the
couples running around mak- sickening couples have either
ing plans and it doesn't look half scattered to the restaurant of
as frantic as it is. The more you their choice, or for the really
watch, in fact the more revolt- lucky guy, someone's bedroom
ing it is. Everywhere you look for a little nookie. What to do?
there are couples holding hands Chances are you aren't any
Then there's the whole deci- andmakinggoogleyeyesatone more cheerful than you were in
convenience. The best news is, price of those simple little flowfor the chronically broke, you ers has gone through the roof. sion making process about buy- another and performing on- the morning, so you turn to the
can flex it... or if you really care, No one in their right mind ing gifts. Do you exchange the-spot tonsillectomies. (The tube for a little escapism. Big
dropa meal and starve forthree would pay these ridiculously gifts? Just cards? Is the mood nice, old fashioned way to put mistake. More canoodling
inflated prices - $50, maybe $60 romantic or humorous or sexy? this would be "billing and coo- couples, more cheesy love story
hours. How considerate.
But this is almost getting a dozen. Apparently no one is There's always the standard ing.") It only seems to get worse plots, and it doesn't even help to
ahead of myself. One cannot in their right mind around gifts, like teddy bears or choco- the closer you get to the big da^ wajch some comedy couple exValentine's lates. Chocolate isfitva mterest- f Asasingley6tftln<i"ybx«
t
h e
Day, how- ingconccpt Most guys will buy developing certain habits One singlc or un Eventually, in a
buildup co
ever, be- it, most girls will expect it. of them involves creating a thirty minute sit-com, there's a
the event.
cause
What happens then? Girls are well-worn path between your happy ending, and you have a
Red, white
hundreds always the one complaining room and your mailbox. It is pretty good idea there's not one
and pink
of dozens that their thighs are too big. So essential to open it every hour in store today. It's time to invest
candy,
of roses we give them a pound of choco- on the hour, just in case that se- in a little alcohol.
shiny pasell
at late. Either they eat it and feel cret admirer finds the balls to
Tying one on during
per doilies
t h e s e
guilty or stare at it an complain
a n d
prices, and that they can't eat it. How much
Everywhere you look there are couples holding
mushy
f l o r i s t s fun. If you decide to forego the
cards find
hands and making googley eyes at one
t w i d d l e standard route, you have to
there way
their little wander the malls and get creanother and performing
on-the-spot
to a store
green
ative. That's hard work, and you
tonsillectomies.
near you
t h u m b s probably won't get it right anyby somewith glee. way.
time in late December. St. Apparently avoiding the pissed
Suppose, for a moment, that drop you a note. Of course, ev- Valentine's Day has two benNicholas goes out... St. Valentine off girlfriend is worth the price, you decide to go the simple eryone around you is getting efits. First, if you get absolutely
• comes in. Who cares that the . if not more, or perhaps a guy's route and just do cards. It's easy those gimmicky charity things, blotto, you'll forget about your
actual holiday is only six weeks just looking to score.
on the pocket and relatively like carnations or bags of candy, romantic troubles. In fact, you'll
hard to screw up, one would but your box is mysteriously also forget about the quiz on Frithink. Yet it you browse the card empty. Even your friends day, your credit card bills, your
aisle in your local convenience seemed to have dropped off the annoying roommate, and, if
store, you realize the choices are planet during the month of Feb- you're really lucky, your
locknetics code or even your
endless. First there's the mush ruary.
trap: how much sticky sweetIf you manage to hide your name. Secondly, there may be a
ANNOUNCING NEW FEATURES AT THE ness can you pour into one piece head for the majority of all the member of the opposite sex in
of cardboard. Chances are this hoopla that proceeds the Big the same boat. Whether you
HEALTH CENTER ; : ; V ..
isn't exactly what you are look- Day, you always have to face meet up at the Tap or Late
1. A male physician is available by appointment ing for. Most of the humor cards, February 14 itself. Due to the Night, you will alleivate your
lonelihowever, fall back on sex. While unfortuif you prefer
V :
n e s s
sex may be your ultimate goal, nate fact
2. Our new website is launched. There are links it is a little crass to turn the day that it
and/or
and tons of available health information on it.
sexual
into one big opportunity to get lands on a
frustra3. Our hours; changed slightly this semester: some. At least your girlfriend Wednest ion.
will probably think so, which day this
Mon-Thurs: 8am-7pm, Fri: 8am-5:30, Sat & Sun: greatly diminshes your chance y e a r ,
W h o
knows,
12pm-4pm
•'-.': ;
'•
•:
of achieving your goal. Once chances
y o u
•you
rule
out
the
ridiculously
are
you
4. The student health coverage prescription ben- romantic and the humour
might
cannot
efit has changed from $50 per illness (limited) to cards, you are left with slections spend the
even
end up
$125 (unlimited) total coverage for each semester. like "For a Seven Year Old entire day
in a relaor "To a Sitter hiding in
5. Some brands of the .pill are now available at Granddaughter"
tionship
from Children)" or "To a Very y o u r
t h e h e a l t h center. : ;: ;.
^
:•:.'•
••:,-•-• i, ::
a n d
Special Son." These are prob- r o o m .
have a
ably not the one you are looking Thus you
The Student Body is run by the Health Center to answer any for anyway. First graders, it must face
Valenquestions you might-have concerning health related issues. Please would seem, have the right idea the day as any brave single tine lined up for next year. Wait,
. email your questions to;Martha Burke at the Health Center, with red consturction paper would. It is essential to don all that means you have to deal
Martha;Burke@mail.trincoll.edu. AH questions will be answered and lots of Elmer's Glue. -You black and stride into public, ig- with all the crap I just mencan never go wrong with noring the "you're raining on tioned. Better just sleep it off
anonymously in this column the following week.
Elmer's Glue.
our parade" looks. Self-pity is and take solace - regardless of
your relationship status - that
out cynicism is in.
If you think this sounds fun,
tomorrow is a better day.
there's always the single route.
So you finally make it until

The StudentBODY
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Campers Abroad: A Talk with Duncan Williams
Trinidad Semester
(Asia American Students Association) House on Vernon Street.
Sometimes we practice on our
own and on Wednesdays, my
wife (who holds black belts in
two traditions of karate) leads
an introductory class for students. Since I'm half Asian, I
also try to keep in contact with
folks at AASA House.

BY ANDREW HATCH

Features Writer

BY NATHANIEL SILVER

Features Editor

Trinity College runs a Global Learning Site in Trinidad
which is offered as a studyabroad opportunity for Trinity
students. In partnership with
the University of the West
Indies, students are able to
complete'Ml course credits at
the St. Augustine Campus of
the University, Students use
these courses along with the
core" requirement course
Trinidad and Tobago: A CarihbeanFolyglot todevelopan understanding of the island's
people and cul ture. This course

is supplemented by weekly
field trips around the islands.
As part of the program, students are offered the choke of
an internship to further immerse themselves in the native
culture.
The students pictured below are at a Saraswati Maa
spring ceremony, which took
place at the end of January,
Margaret Griffith '02, in the
sari, is doing an internship
with Hindu Pundit Raviji. She
was joined at the ceremony by
her eleven fellow TrinityTrinidaders.
This article is part of the
regular Trinity Around the
Globe series.

Tripod I understand that you
and your wife recently moved
into an apartment in the Jackson dorm... How has that been
working out?
Duncan Williams: Great! It's
obviously really convenient for
me since my office is in
McCook. I've been able to cut
down on commuting hassles
and can stay late on campus either to work or have fun attending events at night or on
weekends.

Graduate school puts to test all
the analytical and writing skills
that you hopefully acquire in
college, so it's not for those who
don't have anything better to do.
It was a huge relief to have finally finished in May 2000 before I started the job here at
Trinity.

Tripod: You've published and
Tripod: Did you meet your taught a couple of different
wife through karate?
courses onJapan and Buddhism
DW: No, 1 actually met her on - is there a particular area of rea random trip I took going cross- search that interests you most?
country on a hippie bus called
DW: Most of my research in
the Green Tortoise. It's an eco- the past has focused on the inadventure bus where you travel tersection of Buddhism and sofrom San Francisco to Boston ciety. Although the study of
sleeping on the bus in sleeping Buddhism has traditionally
bags at night and going hiking, been the study of its doctrines
Whitewater rafting.and soon in or philosophical ideas, my renational parks during the day. search interests—such as BudThis was in 1991 when 1 had just dhism and environmentalism,
finished my B.A. at Reed College Japanese-American Buddhism
in Oregon and wanted to "see in the world war two internAmerica" before starting gradu- ment camps, or Zen Buddhism
ate school at Harvard. My in medieval Japanese society—
wife—she's German and the bus have always included the social
is popular among young Euro- and historical dimensions of
peans traveling in America be- Buddhist practice. In part, because its really cheap—was on cause both my wife and I are
that particular trip. On the last ordained as Zen Buddhist
night, there was a party and we priests—we used to have shaved
danced to the Rolling Stone's heads and wear monastic
"Wild Horses" and we've been robes—I've always been intertogether ever since.
ested in the world of Buddhist
practice that can only be found
outside
of books and beyond
Tripod What was graduate
philosophical
formulations.
school like?

Tripod: Any drawbacks?
DW: Well, I've turned 31 now
so sometimes I think to myself
"I'm getting too old for this" especially with the noise level on
Thursday to Saturday nights.
There just seems to be a lot of
random screaming at 2 a.m.
when people start coming back
to my side of the campus on
those nights. On one occasion,.
three guys with their shirts off,
who must have been pretty
drunk because it was freezing
outside, began "serenading" a
girl who lived on the second
floor. Anyway, this is college, so
I'm dealing with it.
Tripod: And now that you're
on campus what do you do with
your free time?
DW: Living on campus has
been a nice arrangement to interact with students more frequently . .. like going out to
movies at Cinestudio,dinners at
Icfeiban, and the like. My wife,
and I also practice karate or traditional Japanese martial arts
and we do so primarily at AASA

DW: It took me nine years to
finish my Ph.D. because I was
Triopd: What are you looktrained in both Indian Bud- ing forward to this semester?
dhism, which required substanDW: Snow clearing and playtial philosophical work and ing tennis. I used to play varsity
Sanskrit language training, as and still play competitively.
well as the study of Japane^,4iyjlapdy.ppt tkexejvffcins loi
Buddhism, where I had a bit of a gooa doubles player should
an advantage because I was give me a call in. my Jackson
born and raised in Japan, apartment.

OVERHEARD
Recently published in the January 30th edition of the Wesleyan Argus
"for the record" box:

"Trinity College was a terrible place where 1
was beat up and made fun of for being poor."
-Erik Dowe'02 (Wesleyan Student)

The Saraswati Maa spring ceremony

I'HUF.MILLARlljCIO

EXPERIENCE

SMIN
Be a global citizen at GWs Madrid Study Center located at
Spam's prestigious Universidad Autbnoma. Complement your classroom
learning with field trips, excursions and other rich cultural experiences
in one of Spain's most exciu'ng cities — Madrid.

FALL S E M E S T E R 2 0 0 1
Application Deadline is March 1, 2001
COURSEWORK IN SPANISH

Language, Culture and Literature
INTERNSHIPS
COURSEWORK TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

• •• .

Europe in the 20th Century • Contemporary Spain
International Marketing • International Economics
European-Atlantic Nations
Contact us today

Part of the ceremony.

r__Jgton

diversity

An equal opportunity /
WAS Haction
I N G Tinstitution
O N DC '
aflinnaiive

(202) 994-1649
or visit our website
www.gwu.edu/~studyabr/madrid.htm
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The Return of Lecter,
or "Oh, Goody-Goody"
The Cannibal Takes a Bite Out of the Box Office
The film is basically spit into two
parts: The first, taking place in FloOpinions Editor
rence builds to Lecter's first appearance and Pazzi's ultimate demise;
Days shy of the tenth anniversary of the second back in North Carolina
The Silence of the Lambs Sir Anthony where Verger and Clarice attempt to
Hopkins has returned to theaters in the track Lecter down.
What ties the movie together is
much anticipated sequel, Hannibal.
The film pulled in $58 million in its Hannibal Lecter's keen intellect and
first three days at theaters. There is no seething passions that are brought
question Hannibal had some big shoes
to fill. In 1991, the story of the brilliant
gory acts of
psychiatrist with a penchant for flaying
faces and poaching liver won the top five
cannibalism are set in
Oscars—best actor, actress, picture, direcopposition to artistic
tor and screenplay.
Directed by Ridley Scott of Gladiator
or musical gestures
fame, Hannibal goes a long way to bring
us into the fascinating and twisted world
of Dr. Hannibal Lecter where the line out in his taste for the exotic. The
between insanity and brilliance be- cinematography is superb and Scott
brings Florence to life in a swath of
comes almost indistinct.
Hannibal Lecter has set up shop in midnight blue panoramas.
The shots are dominated by big, highFlorence, Italy, and is applying for the
curatorship of a swanky local mu- ceiling views with dark operatic music
chiming in the background.
seum.
Lecter's quick wit and effete flare for
Pazzi (Giancarlo Giannini) is the
curiously lazy and apathetic detec- the good life are apparent in everything
tive who has become aware that the from his big Panama hat to his meticunew man in town is none other than lously decorated Florentine palazzo.
BY j . ASHE REARDON

The Retuxzn of
Mystical Bob's
Magical Taxzot
PlSCES

VIRGO
AUG23-SHFT22
You chose the path less travelled and
it turned out to be a little rockier than
you had hoped. Love ain't always
easy... Maybe now would be a good
time to sit down with your trail map
and reevaluate the situation. There
are ways to get where you want to betheyjust might not be as direct as you
had thought

a
-^
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MAR 21 -APR

5E.IT 25-OCT 22

Happiness takes more than just good
rades or lots of partying. You need
alance in your life and a place in the
hade you can call your own. Rememjer that the joy of flying a kite can be
ust as important as being responiible. Get out the crayons and inhale
leeply.

Scomo
;ver,ybpdy.,gets lied to sometimes.,
rh'e rules "get broken and'not every-1'
>ne plays fair. Don't let this stop you
rom playing the game, however. The
lessons you learn will only make it
more interesting, and make you a be tter player. Go ahead. Roll the bones.

SAGITTARIUS
NOVZZ-DE-CZi:

the notorious.serial murderer. In-. At one point, Clarice points out that
trigued by the $3 million reward for Lecter fel this murder of a member of the
Lecter's capture and conviction, Philadelphia Orchestra was a particular
Pazzi tries his hand at "nabbing the public service, if only to make the Bach
cannibal.
suites sound all the sweeter.
The dialogue between, the two is - Lecter's obsession with art and
made all the more interesting be- music sets the context for his other,
cause both men have much to lose— more outrageous.passion of fine dinLecter his freedom and Pazzi his life] ing... oh. human organs. His gory acts
Meanwhile, back in America, Lecter's of cannibalism are almost always

the brilliant
psychiatrist with a

penchant for flaying
faces and poaching
liver
only surviving victim, the wealthy
child-molesting murderer, Mason Verger
(Gary Oldman) wants revenge.
A former patient of Lecter's Verger
peeled off his own face at the behest of
Lecter, who then fed it to the dogs.
Verger's face is a mound of scar tissue and
twisted skin, and Gary Oldman does a
superb jobof playing this victim-villain
dub.
Julianna Moore plays a sexed up version of Clarice Starling, the gun swindling F.B.I, agent who has a particular
fascination for Lecter. She has replaced
the curiously androgynous Jodie Foster
and carries out the role superbly.

set in opposition to some artistic
(Florence cityscape) or musical gesture (nighttime open air opera),
which gives the film a kind of neorenaissance feel.
And so it is that we come to understand Hannibal Lecter as a high-brow
dilettante who flirts with maddness.
Scott brings an unexpected morality
to Lecter's character, which climaxes in
his effort to transfer Lecter from antagonist to protagonist.
This is accomplished in Verger's meticulous and elaborate efforts to exact
revenge on his former doctor. Here his
obsession with revenge seems unsavory
when compared to Lecter's smooth brilliance, however ghoulish.
Lecter captivates both his victims and
the audience. Whether Verger, Clarice, or
Pazzi, no one can get enough of the erudite and flamboyant Lecter who comes
across all too glamorous in the film.
With his wonderfully affected voice
and slow drawl that sends shivers down
the spine, Hopkins has crafted one of his
best performances in recent years.

You're never satisfied, are you? You
keep making changes to your life, trying to figure out what's wrong with
it, hoping that if you remove this or
that, you'll suddenly be happy.
Wrong. Be careful that you don't
throw away the very things that are
most important to you. You know
you've done that before.
CAPRICORN
DE.C22.-JAN I?

\9-MAR20

All too often, you are a leader. This
usually means that you don't stop to
consider the little things while plotting your next great conquest. Now is
a good time for caution, however.
Someone close to you does not have
your best interests at heart. Be carefulif you can't see things as they truly are,
you may get hurt.

Normally calm and grounded yourself, you're not sure how to handle it
when others become overly emotional
for no apparent reason. But this is
what happens when you surround
yourself with so many dynamic
people. News this week may not be
reliable. If faced with serious decisions, counsel others to wait. You both
need more information.

OCT2J-NOV2I

Sn Ant! luny Hopkins in his element.

13,2001

TAURU5
APR 20-MAY 20

The Aces represent beginnings. The
Ace of Cups brings with it blessings,
peace and emotional renewal. Unfortunately, you haven't quite gotten there
yet. You're still giving too much of
yourself and not taking desperately
needed time to regroup. Learn to just
say no and join Scorpio for an afternoon of oldstyle R&rR,

I

GflMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

1

Your chakras are way out of line, my
friend, and you are sinking fast into
your own misery. Disappointment affects you deeply and you are taking
negative events very much to heart
right now. Take heart- the Stars are
shining on you, signaling a change for
the better very soon. In the meantime,
light a candle and have a nice, hot cup
of tea.

GANCLR
So all your hours of work are paying
off and you are finally reaping the rewards. Whether financial or emotional, you will gain more pleasure if
you remember to share. This doesn't
mean that you can't enjoy yourself as
well, however. A good foot rub will
take your mind off all you have left to
do.

You've been doing a little lying, a little
cheating, and a lot of procrastinating.
Keep this up and not only will you
alienate all.your friends, but your midterms will be significantly harder to
pass. Advice: I know you have other
skills and talents. Put them to more
productive use.

AQUARIUS
JAN2O-FELB IS

•;

LE.0

:

XIL23-AUG.2Z
You are at a crossroads and it is time
Remember that line from Indiana
to choose your path. Weigh carefully Jones: "He chose... poorly." Don't be that
your own inner desires and beliefs, guy. Pay attention and your ensuing
while also taking time to listen to wisdom will result in the correci
those around you. When you really choice. Even if you don't get every
put your mind to i, there are very few thing, stay focused. Indy gave up th
things you can't accomplish, but the chalice and lost the girl, but he stil
scales may tip sharply before they bal- rode off into the sunset.
ance.
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Mamet's Sexual PerversityTitillates Audiences
Senior Justin Ball's Production Evokes '70s, Gets Creative and Draws Big Laughs
.

BY JACKIE MAHER

l

Arts Writer

One thought heard repeatedly on Thursday night was,
"why is this only playing one
night?" People walking along
the long walk were intrigued by
the lines that could be heard
from the Seabury building.
Seabury's Studio 19 was also
filled with laughter and applause during Justin Ball's '01
adaptation of David Mamet's
70s-themed play Sexual Perversity in Chicago.
The play follows a relationship and friendships between
four twenty-somethings during
the seventies. Thefoursomediscuss one-night stands, making
love, physical attraction, and
even homosexuality within this
hilarious text,
The strength of the work lies
in the incredible text that
Mamet provides, but what must
be understood is that such conversational dialogue could be
lost or unappreciated if it is not
presented in the right manner.
The four characters, under
Ball's direction, managed about
twenty-five scenes and multiple
costume changes in cramped
space and time (the show ran
approximately an hour and fifteen). This was quite a
Herculean feat for the actors
and crew, but they pulled it off
rather well, never leaving the
audience bored from one scene
toaripth.e..r.
„., - . , - -~
Ball's'rriasterrul direction did
not stop at transitions. The senior theatre/dance major has
worked in Seabury 19 multiple
times, and his experience
showed in his masterful use of
this space. Rather than being
confind to the space, Ball was
able to use every inch of it.
There were entrances through
the audience, and some of the
action took place practically on

categorized as a perpetual
"show-stealer." It seemed that
the spectators were waiting for
his entrances and fretting his
exits. From gesture, stance and
facial expression, Pemoulie had
no problem holding his audience and keeping them laughing.
Tim O'Brien played Dan, the
perfect sidekick, eager and
subtle in his intonations.
O'Brien proved tha t he too could
engage his audience directly
during the scenes between him
and his character's lover, played
byFleisher. His character development gave the audience a .
glimpse at Dan's complexity, his
almost dopey eagerness with
his overbearing buddy becomes
endearing with his lover.
His naivete was beyond
charming and played the perfect counterpart to Pomoulie's
sex junkie. O'Brien's Dan was
constantly intrigued by
Pomoulie's rants, but then asked
mundane questions over and
overin order to learn as much
about the opposite sex as his
wiser other half could teach
him.. Their interaction, which
at times pulled in the audience
(for instance, when they were
"scoping out the ladies") was
the highlight of the show.
Fleisher had less direct characterization than the rest of the
ensemble. Her stage presence
was effortlessly striking, and
her delivery flawless, but her
character remained slightly
tppieal. However* her character
' wasallowed to expand and explore different paths as the piece
went on.
Other than O'Brien, her character was the most flexible and
capable of change. She wanted
to be unwavering, but she
would give Dan the benifit of
the doubt over and over again.
This resulted in the portrayal of
a fairly real life relationship.
Amanda Holden '02 created

The two male characters wheeled
themselves out on their respective office
chairs. Their entrances added flare and
speed to what could have been a simple
entrance.
the crowd's collective lap.
The most innovative scenes
were the ones in the bedroom
between Tim O'Brien '01 and
Emily Fleisher '03. Ball utilized
the upstage wall as the bed, and
the actors stood upright,, creating an aerial view for the audience. The end of this scene was
met by applause for both the
creative direction and the ease
with which the actors played in
this unconventional bedroom
scene.
The actors obviously took to
the obscure direction, as when
it appeared that they were sitting up in bed, they were really
standing bent over, but had an
arm down to mime support. It
was fascinating to watch and
the effect worked amazingly
well.
Kevin Pemoulie's '01 character, the gregarious woman
hunter, was hilariously successful. He constantly gave the audience reason to hold their sides.
His performance can even be

an excellent foil as Fleisher's
friend. While Pemoulie is ranting about multiple sexual conquests, Holden's character is
philosophizing and disapproving. Holden's curt delivery and
subtle expression, coupled with
her monologues speaking to her
kindergarten students, provided a rounded, stable character amidst the sexual crisis
surrounding her.
The chemistry between the
two female characters was at
times stilted. Mamet did not
give the same attention to the
friendship within the text as he
did to the males. However, the
seemingly non sequitur line "Do
we have any tuna?" was executed perfectly after a lengthy
discussion between the two
about premature ejaculation.
The two men worked incredibly well together during the final scene of the piece. Pemoulie,
in a revealing red Speedo, and
O'Brien in short, bright green
trunks, created the atmosphere

of the beach on two
old beach chairs.
Their focus in
space as .they
pointed out different female meat
strutting on the
beach gave the audience an almost
tangible vision.
Their pantomime
was only matched
by their facial expressions when
they came across a
"babe."
The technical
aspects of Perversity were also well
executed. The costuming was historically accurate
for the mid-seventies, and the suggestive, minimalist
sets worked perfectly with the costume design.
The bedroom
scenes always provoked laughter, but
the staging'of Pemoulie's and O'Brien's office scenes
should not go un- Justin Bali directed last week's Sexual Perversity in
mentioned. The Chicago, which showed twice in Seabury 19.
two male characters, dressed in flared baby blue sion to the changes and context ecuted, uproariously funny interpretation of Mamet's play.
jeans, white button down shirts, for the play.
and short orange and brownAll of the cast involved in Every aspect of the show made
designed ties wheeled them- Sexual Perversity in Chicago it a success, artistically and
selves out on their respective should take pride in a well ex- critically.
office chairs.
Their en*1 •
trances added
flare and speed
to what could
have been a
simple
entrance. O'Brien m*mm*wmwBm
managed
natural mime
while sitting
inches away
from audience
members during
these
SPRING 2001
scenes.
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
M u s i c
served to make
the sometimes
Careers in
lengthy transitions
easy.
Human Resources
Sales & Marketing
Drawing on
Networking Reception
Networking Reception
such seventies
Monday, Febuary 26
Thursday, March 8
hits as "She's a
Brick" and Paul
Simon's "Slip
Alumni and
Careers in Journalism
Sliding Away,"
Student of Color
Dessert Reception
Ball utilized
Networking
Reception
Thursday,
March 8 .
music to create
moods related
Tuesday, March 6
to the stage acHealth Professions
tion.
Alumiii Panel
International
Careers
The music
Tuesday,
March 13
Roundtable
Lunch
was a decent
Thursday,
March
8
distraction for
the viewers
while the cast
Career Search Tips for IDP Students
served as a
To be determined
stage crew and
changed different
sets.
CHECK OUT TRINITY RECRUITING
However, the
http:llwww.trincoll.Bdulcleptslcareerlstuitehtslwelcome.htm
musical interlude cuts were
FOR MORE DETAILS
at times abrasive when they
could have
been worked
into the scenes
or faded out.
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The music
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Six Talented Actors Bring Bio/Auto To Life
McCauley, Walker and Luhar Wow
Audiences in Repertory I
where, from plastic insects scattered
across the windowsills to hair clips between couch pillows.
Finally, with the lights extinguished,
Making my way into the intimate con- the candle was relit once more, and
fines of Garmany Hall last weekend, 1 Walker abruptly tossed her favorite cetook a seat stage right. In no more than ramic dish into the air. It lands hard,
five minutes, the lights dimmed, and the scattering across the floor of the stage.
First performer in Bio/Auto's Repertory 1 With only the candlelight to guide him,
he concludes his moving performance
took the stage.
Robbie McCauley entered the stage with a search for the scattered pieces of
mumbling to herself, three hackysack the dish - though we all realized it was
balls in hand. She spoke irreverently, not ceramic that he sought. Only able to
about issues ranging from capitalism to pick up a few pieces, he was forced to
abortion, slavery to reconstruction. She leave the stage, guided by the fragile
talked to us forcefully, spitting out the flickering light held in his hands. As the
important words. No particular plot, one houselights clicked on, there were few
topic faded to another as the lights dry eyes in the audience. Said senior Jen
dimmed and rose. Oh yes, she did juggle Stelmack of the piece, "Beautiful, creative
- but it was her oratory skills that stole - [it was] one of the most amazing things
the show. Combiningspeech and move- I've seen in a long time at Trinity."
ment, she created solo drama. An assisThe night ended on a lighter note. In
tant professor here, McCauley told it like came the ornately decked out, called
it was, and we listened, avidly.
back from heaven, grown girl of the ghetNext wasjeffry Walker, director of the tos, Deborah Lubar. Recounting stories
Austin Arts Center, with the evening's told to her in her youth at the Baal Shem
most poignant performance. Entering, Tov Synagogue with the wit and humor
he stretched out on one of the two small, only possessed by wise Jewish women of
Middle Eastern rugs so meticulously age, she walked us through her childplaced together on the floor. Gently lift- hood. She spoke of her fascinations with
ing a stack of papers, he began to recount the miraculous uplifting power that can
his fondest memories of his wife, most only be found in Judaism. Culminating
of them funny, othefs touching. Always, with the touching retelling of her leavhe spoke to her as if she lay on the floor ing her family, she sang to us from the
of Garmany Hall next to him; but in- shores of America, at last in possession
stead it was a small candle that took her of the enigmatic particles of happiness
place. Then the memories came to an scattered by God, for which she had so
end, alltoo soon, and she lay in the hos- avidly searched.
pital bed. As Walker covered her with
All the performances inBio/Auto were
her favorite garments, she took shape truly inspired. Although each perforbefore our eyes. The children came, said mance was a journey unto its own,
... tfee.Vt' (taaV gockibyes, and left. He held NWalVer was tJhehigMighMjf the evening'
her for one last time, and then the flame by far. His rousing performance was a
was extinguished. Walker folded her touching tribute to his wife, unrivaled by
garments, packed them into a bag, and statues or monuments. I left Austin feelreturned to their house, where small re- ing so glad that I had gone. 1 hadn't killed
minders of her began to show up every- two hours, but invested them.
BY MATT BARISON
•J? Arts Writer

1

Repertory IIShowcases Farlow,
Lieberman and Weaver
The performance began with Lesley
Farlow's portrayal of the Biblical Eve.
HILLARY EVANS
Farlow, a member of the theater/dance
Arts Writer
faculty, implemented the medium of
dance to convey the temptation of Eve
Featuring three actors in a variety of by the serpent in the Garden of Eden.
roles, the Bio/Auto performances enter- Seductively portraying the serpent and
tained intimate crowds. Running from the carnal responses of Eve, the talented
February 8 to 10, two repertories consist- actress offered the audience a provocaing of three solo performances each ran tive character analysis of the infamous
Bible character.
at the Austin Arts Center.
Eve was yearning for knowledge and
Repertory II featured portraits of a
sensual Eve, the eccentric scientist Bar- fulfillment, but her longings could never
bara McClintock, and psychological in- be satiated. Her performance was laudsights into the lives of several wayward able. Farlow's tremendous accomplishSan Franciscans. Repertory II was espe- ments in writing, choreographing and
cially effective and intimate because it performing the play are evident in her
featured onstage seating, bringing the total performance.
audience right into me performers'
Mara Lieberman, a visiting lecturer at
world.
Trinity, presented the story of the ostraB Y SHEREE A D A M S A N D

COURTESY AUSTIN ARTS CENTER

Deborah Lubar, Lesley Farlow, Mara Lieberman, Robbie
McCauley and Jeffry Walker starred in Bio/Auto.
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cized and eccentric scientist, Barbara
McClintock. Written by Lieberman,
"Feeling Science" is a tribute to
McClintock's successful, but turbulent
career in the field of genetics.
Written for her master's thesis at
Northwestern University, the play was
nominated for the William Morris
Agency Award in the School of Speech.
The use of multimedia, in addition to the
talented actress's performance, further
enhanced the presentation.
Slides featuring McClintock's own
quotes effectively offered great insight
into the life of this pioneering scientist.
Lieberman's creative use of props not
only drew the audience into her performance, but it also attested to
McClintock's eccentricity.
In the evening's final performance,
Deke Weaver enthusiastically performed "A Small Leashed Monkey." The
character's surreal stories of foggy San
Francisco captivated the audience with
their unconventional and unique plots.
Weaver's audacious acting talent augmented his skill at narration. Although
several stories were being recounted by
only one actor, Weaver made each story
feel like a multi-performer play.
For his efforts in the theater, the actor
has received several honors. In 1997
Weaver won the San Francisco Poetry
Grand Slam, a San Francisco Art Commission Individual Artist Grant, and the
New Langton Arts' 1996 Bay Area Award.
He has also received a nomination for the
1998 Isadora Duncan Dance Award.
All three solo performances proved
quite entertaining. The three plays
seemed to revive the art of storytelling
by using modern techniques.
With award- winning actors who
bravely undertook the task of entertaining the audience entirely alone, Bio/Auto
was truly successful.
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Senior Justin Ball Tells All A bout Acting, Directing, and Life After
BY SASHA BRATT

Arts Editor

For the last four years the Theater/
Dance Department has put on numerous
shows, dances, plays, exhibits and musicals. During that time, senior Justin Ball
has been a staple in the acting community..
A resident of Scarsdale, NY, Justin has
performed in his hometown in both
school and Summer productions. When
he came to Trinity, he brought his natural theatarical talent, but was not resting on his laurels. His objective was to
explore and expand his skills.
Ball has worked now as an actor,
singer, dancer, stagehand, production
assistant and director. Last year he was
the teaching .assistant for the Intro to
Thater Arts class, from which many of
the students have gone on to work with
Ball in his productions here.
A wearer of many hats, he is a mem-

ber of Trinity's a cappella group The
Accidentals.
This year he has directed Neil Simon's
Brighton Beach Memoirs and David
Mamet's Sexual Perversity in Chicago.
He is currently working as director for
the spring musical Godspell, as well as on
his senior thesis.
During what might be his busiest time
here at Trinity, he took a moment to talk
to The Tripod.
As one who holds so much theater experience, and who is so eager to stretch
his abilities constantly, there is probably
no one more appropiate to be this week's
Artist of the Week.
How long have you been involved in
the theater?
I have been doing theater for eight
years, in both high school and community theater.
I started mainly working backstage,
but then I started performing, and eventually directi ng.

You are known for both your acting
and direction here on campus...is there
one you prefer?
' 1 would have to say that I consider
myself a director more than an actor.
Acting helps me be a better director because it gives me insight into the process
of the actor.

Trinity

and directing?
Well, seeing as they are completely different crafts, my approach is entirely different. When 1 am directing, 1 work
within the talent and abilities of others.
When I am acting, 1 can focus on my own
abilities as a performer. Because I am
constantly working with actors, it is im-

When I am directing, I work within the talent and
abilities of others. When I am acting, I can focus on
my own abilities as a performer. Because I am
constantly working with actors, it is important for
me to have a good understanding of both crafts.
1 enjoy acting at Trinity because it is
such a small department, and there are
many opportunities. However, I know
that directing is what 1 want to pursue.

portant for me to have a good understanding of both crafts.

You have been somewhat of an
Ironman, having already directed three
What are some of the similarities and plays this year, acting in one of them,
differences in your approaches to acting and running crew during the January
musicals...now you are directing the
Spring musical Godspell. Tell me about
the passion that makes the exhaustion
worthwhile?
I think college is a time to do as much
as I possibly can with directing. The
, way I see it, every chance I have to direct
will only add to my experience, and will
better prepare me for my future.
Is this the first musical you have directed? If yes, what is different/better/
worse about this as opposed to straight
dramas?
Actually, the one musical I have directed before, is also Godspell, which 1 did .
my senior year in high school. So, it is
nice for me to be returning to the same
h i i
i ^ h H
$ M
prefer straight plays because they are
what I have more experience with.
I understand you studied in London
last year, what kind of programs did you
participate in and/or what experience
did you get while you were there?
Well, last summer I took classes
through NYU/Tisch in London. Perhaps the most rewarding aspect of this
program was the chance it gave me to see
great theater almost every night.
What is your favorite show that you
have been involved in, and was it acting
or directing?
Well, I have to say that without a doubt
it is the production of Romeo and Juliet
directed by Cosmo Fattizzo '98 my freshman year.
When you directed for the first time
were you directing people your age?
Was it a difficult transition to make
them see you as an authority figure,
rather than as just a peer?
My first directing experience was, as i
said, directing Godspell my senior year
in high school. With the exception of
two cast members, the cast was entirely
college students.
Because 1 had worked with many of
them before, the transition from peer to
director was an easy one.
What are your upcoming projects
here at Trinity?
In addition to Godspell, I am performing with the Judy Dworin Performance
Ensemble, in a piece entitled Donde
Estas, and I am also directing/performing in my-senior project, which will be
performed April 9.
What are your plans for the future as
far as theater abd durectuib is concerned, after college and in the long
term?
I plan to be a starving artist in New
York. I am currently interviewing with
producers in the city, and 1 hope to pursue a career in directing.
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Photography Exhibit Examines Haunting Coney Island
Pablo Delano and Fourteen Students Journey to Abandoned Amusement Park
BY AMANDA
GROSVENOR

Arts Writer

Visiting an old, abandoned
amusement park on a crisp day
in November might not sound
like the ideal way to spend a
precious Sunday afternoon.
Why bother looking at rusty
roller coasters, decrepit "freak
show" signs, and dusty cottoncandy stands that are hardly
"amusing" anymore? One could
besleeping, watching TV, shopping at Westfarms, or performing any one of the countless
activities in which we as Trinity students indulge ourselves
on any given Sunday.
So why did a teacher and
fourteen students sacrifice one
of their Sundays last Novem ber
to visit Coney Island in Brooklyn, NY?
For the sake of art.
Associate Professor o[ Fine
Arts Pablo Delano brought his
photography class to Coney Island last November in order to
photograph this fascinating
place, that was, in Delano's
words.a "once palatial Mecca of
glee."
For those of us who are not as
familiar with the island's history, Delano explains "from the
early twentieth century to the
'40s and l50s, a million people
from all five boroughs of New
York City visited this vast com:,..p\e£:wt\pi^v-atui outlandish
attractions every Saturday and

Sunday during 'the season."
Although the sight is not
nearly as popular as it once was,
it is still nostalgia-inspiring and
still visited by groups composed mostly of inhabitants of
the nearby Russian, Puerto
Rican and Jewish communities.
Trinity students are certainly
not the first to photograph this
poignant remnant of American
history.
The students whose work is
currently appearing on the
walls of Mather Art Space on
the second floor of Mather (near
the Washington Room) are
Cory Bernard '01, Amy Cox VI,
Paul D'Amato '02, Fatou-Maty
Diouf '02, Hannah Gant '03,
Adjua Greaves '02, Peter
Goldwyn '01, Noah Harrell '01,
John Klinger '02, Ryan Sax '02,
Skyler Shepard '01, Alexa Storch
'03, Dorothy Wang '01 and
Rachel Wiese '03. The photography exhibit started February
5and will continue until March
10.
The photographs have all
been developed in black and
white, which naturally lends
them a certain charm and reminiscent feeling that can not always be found in color
photography. Such a style is
also appropriate for such eerie,
yet sometimes joyful subject
matter.
One particularly motivating
reason to view this show is that
many of its photos center
around the Thunderbglt; roller t
coaster, which was torn down""

jus t a few days after the studen ts tors worry about the safety of
photographed it.
bathing in the polluted water."
Other subjects are equally Perhaps these bathers will not
provocative and very diverse, be allowed to do so in the near
including carousels, signs, future, which makes them anbuildings, dogs, beaches, barbed other potential ly rare subject to
wire, a dead bird, and a man car- photograph.
rying a large fish in a shopping
Seeing this photography
cart.
show is a great way to experiAnother subject that appears ence a beautiful depiction of an
frequently in the photos is the incredible time in American
Polar Bear Club. These images history, as well as a chance to
portray various adults wading support the Trinity Arts departin the sea or standing on the ment and some of the students
beach in swim trunks and suits involved in it.
(don't forget, this is in New EnBest of all, it is taking place
gland, during November!). right in Mather. Why not stop
Delano states that "many visi- by after lunch, when you have

a few minutes before class? You
may be surprised by what you
find, and who knows? Maybe
you'll be inspired to take a class
in photography or one of the
other studio arts.
Even if one is not "artistically
inclined," this show is still wellworth seeing. Coney Island is
profound and striking as subject matter.
These fourteen students have
done some amazing work that
captures the loneliness of the
abandoned amusement park of
Coney Island. Everyone in the
Trinity community should experience the chilling results.

STORY B1NCENHHMER

The photography exhibit now at Mather's Art Space
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($10.00 minimum)

Open 7. days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$ 7.50
$ 9.85
$13.00
$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
$9,00
$13.00 ,
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie
.
$10.00
$14.85
$17.50
$18.50
Sgl Pepperoni Special
.$11.50
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
$.50
;. ..$1.00
$1.50:
$1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham.

CALZONES

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta. Mozzareila and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
. mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Phiily Cheese Steak
Rhilly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
^PhiilyCheese Steak w/Extra Steak
Chicken Parrnigiana
•**fiflflplajatl?armigiana
Meatball Parmigiana
'.
Ham, Salami, Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Turkey & Cheese
w

$5.50
$6.25
$7.45
$5.15
.„.;..;.... ".-... $5.t5
•.. $5.15
$5.40.
$5,15
$5.15

Tuna & Cheese

.$5.15

Veggie & Cheese
Pepperoni & Cheese
Salami &• Cheese
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese

BLT& Cheese

$4.50
$5.40
$4,90
....$5.65
,$6.00

....,

Grilled Ham & Cheese

$425
$4.90

DINNERS.
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells *
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)^
'
;

All prices do not include tax.

Calzone..
each additionai filling

$4.90
$ ..50

APPETIZERS

Buffalo Tenders
.
,
•;... (6) for $5.75Buffalo Wings-(mild, hoi o^suio}de|>;v.;^n K »h7nn^. w 41^fc^^^

Chicken Fingers

Mozzareila Sticks

Onion Rings.....
French Fries...

.........

...........;........

Cheese Fries.
Fried Dough
Breadsticks
Garlic Bread
Garlic Bread w/cheese.
Chips..:...........,.........,...

SALADS

Tossed Salad
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing..

..... ....,................$6.00 ,

•
:

..:.:.. (7) for $4.^5

....,......v..,..,..,,.,....?$3:2Q;.
......;....^>....; ...$2.65
•

;;;:............. $3.70 •
......... (8) for $2.50
.;..;;.... (8) for $2.50
,................$1.85
-,. $2.40
.-.:
- $.50

•

: •

;

.....;..•
-

••

- ...-.-- —
.....,..,.,.....„...,.

$4.05
...$5.75
• $5.75
$.50

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSERTS .
Triple Chocolate Cake

SODAS (one liter) $1.60...
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

$3.25

(two liter) $2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange
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Around LECTURES
Trinity...

Wednesday, February 14

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - FEBRUARY

MMANCES'
TWILIGHT TUESDAYS

4:00 PM

"Collaboration in Italian Renaissance Workshops: 1390 -1500" will be presented by Associate Professor of Fine Arts Jean Cadogan in the
Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall. Part of the Faculty
Lecture Series. Admisssion is free.

Wednesday, February 14 4:15 PM
Hit and Run...and Run
On Saturday night, down at the
Webster, AT was coming out of a "phat"
concert. Everlast entertained the crowd
and
gave
an
outstanding
performance...but that was not where the
fun began. A lone student braving the
mean streets of Hartford was the sole witness to a fender-bender melee. Two cars
had a small head-on collision causing a
man sitting shotgun to hang out the window and yell at his assailant to go get an
"expletive" cop! The man continued his
rant until the other car backed off. All of
a sudden the man being chastised realized
that his manhood was at stake. He stuck
his head out the window and asked,
rather impolitely, if the other guy wanted
to fight. The words he used to taunt
rhymed with "itch" and "brother-trucker."
In fact, he was so incensed that someone would have the audacity to scream
at him that he dropped into drive and
rammed the other vehicle. The two cars
then went on their merry way. The eyewitness decided that it was better to runaway to see another day, rather than stay
and help sort this mess out...AT thought
that Trinity students were good Samaritans, but instead they just run...run...and
run.

I'll Give You a Monologue
It seems that women are not the only
ones who can pontificate on their genitalia, oh, I mean, their most intimate of
areas. On Monday night, Trinity played
host to the infamous "The Vagina Monologues." The show was a success for both
the audience and the performers. But not
everyone was enthralled by the "I am
woman hear me roar" diatribes. In fact,
some very creative malestudents formed
a protest of sorts. When asked what they
were doing they said that they were responding to the reverse discrimination
that the "Monologues" produced. The
protesters performed their "Penis Monologues" outside of the Austin Arts Center.
With such pieces as "One Wave of My
Magic Wand..." and "Stop Playing Games
with My Joystick!" The men were convinced that they made a statement. The
only problem was that this demonstration took place while the real show was
being performed. Therefore, the audience they were looking for were already
preoccupied with a different body part.
It seems that it is a girls' world here at
Trinity.

Wednesday, February 21

4:10 PM

"What is Economics About" will be presented
by Geoffery Hodgson of the University of
Hertfordshire, UK from 4:10 PM - 5:30 PM in the
Seabury Chapel. Admission is free. Reception to
follow in the Gallows Hill Bookstore.

Wednesday, February 21

5:00 PM

"The Practical Impact of the Convention on the
Rights of the Child: Is it a Working Tool?" will be
presented by Marta Santos Pais as part of the Trinity College Human Rights Program Lecture Series.
She will be spekaing in the Wean Terrace Room
B in Mather Hall. Admission is free. All are welcome tofittend. pleas call (860) 297-2029 for more
information.

Monday, February 26

4:15 PM

"The Pope and the Holocaust in Italy," a sym-;
posium, will be presented by Susan Zuccotti (author, Under His Very Windows: The Vatican and
the Holocaust in Italy) and Ronald Rychlak (author, Hit!ej;the War, and the Pope) in the McCook
Auditorium. Admission is free and all are wel->
come to attend.

Thursday, March 1

4:15 PM

The Anthropology Department presents a lecture given by Stuart Kirsch, University of Michigan, University of Cambridge in McCook 201
entitled "Knowledge, Nature and Globalization in
New Guinea."

STUDIO 47 DANCE: ROYAL
JELLY
On Wednesday, February 21 at 7:3- PM,
ex[erience the energy of this artistic collective of
choreographers, dancers, and musicians founded
by Trinity alums KC Chun '95 and Carolyn Merrit
'96. Also features choreography by Carey
McKinley and Heather McQuiston, and music by
Andre Balazs. Loacted in Seabury Hall, studio 47,
3rd floor. Admission is free.

HARTFORD SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
The Hartford Symphony Orchestra brings
movies and music together in "A Night at the
Oscars" and "A morning at the Movies," ON Friday and Saturday, February 23 and 24 at 8:00 PM,
features from "The Adventures of Robin Hood,"
"Gone with the Wind," and "Citzen Cane," among
others will be show on a huge screen, accompanied by the orchestral scores performed live by
the Hartford Symphony Orchestra at the
Bushnell. At 11 AM on February 24 at the
Bushnell, the HSO presents "A Morning at the
Movies." This compilation is perfect for children.
Call (860) 987-5900 for tickets.

A DOLL HOUSE
The Hartford Stage presents the Henrik Ibsen
play "A Doll House" from February 22 - March
25. Adapted by Theresa Rebeck and directed by
Tracy Brigden. Call the Hartford Stage for tickets
and more information.

CRISTlNA LUNDY
On Friday and Saturday, March 2 and 3 at 8:00
PM, Cristina Lundy will be performing her senior
thesis. This performance poignantly explores
perceptions relating to individuals with HIV/
AIDS. Admissionis free. Austin Arts Center,
Garmany Hall.

CINESTUDIO
CENTRAL STATION

Wed., Feb. 14

7:30 PM

(Brazil, 1998) Directed by Walter Salles. Screenplay by Joao Emanuel Carneiro and Marco Bernstein.
Cast: Fernanda Montenegro, Vinicius de Oliveira, Marila Pera. Fernanda Montenegro gives a truly unforgettable performance as a scam artist in the slums of Rio de Janeiro, who takes home a homeless boy with
the plan of selling him to an adoption agency. Somewhere along the way she undergoes a change of heart,
and takes the boy on an impossible odyssey into the Brazilian countryside, in search of his missing father,
"...the film takes on a Felliniesque sense of spiritual discovery" -Janet Maslin, New York Times .115 min.
www.spe.sony.com/classics/centralstation/index.html

A HARD DAYS NIGHT

In another bizarre occurrence at the
south end of campus, the Summit Suites
were left in the dark with a total power
outage on Sunday night, Students were
forced off of the internet, away from
their papers, and (gasp) out of the loving
arms of the IM. Without all of these necessities; students had no choice but to sit
down and talk to each other. It never got
to the point of cannibalism, but students
were threatening riots and singing KumBaya. Once the power was restored, the
students involved took an oath never to
speak of the phenomenon again.

(1964) Directed and edited by Richard Lester. Screenplay by Alun Owen. Music by John Lennon and
Paul McCartney, and George Martin. With: John Lennon, Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, George Harrison,
Wilfrid Brambell, Norman Rossington. The exuberant chord played on George Harrison's electric 12-string
guitar is not only the opening of A Hard Day's Night, it is the sound that rang in the liberating spirit of the
Sixties. The new, fully restored print (with a digitally restored soundtrack!) introduces a new generation
to the good-natured rebellion and musical innovation of The Beatles. Shot in a quasi-documentary style,
the film follows The Beatles as they make music, play hooky from their responsibilities and try to avoid
their fans. The soundtrack is wall to wall great songs: 1 Should Have Known Better, Can't Buy Me Love, All
My Loving, She Loves You, and more, "one of the great life-affirming landmarks of the movies. HHHH!" Roger Ebert. 85 min. www.miramax-aharddaysnight.com/

A lonely Trinity student was seen
along the Long Walk offering himself as
a Valentine to the ladies as they passed
by. When asked what they would get in
return for their partnership, he simply
replied, "Two words: Ten inches!"

_„

8:00 PM

"The Politics of Biblical Interpretation," the
Micahel P Getlin Lecture in Religion, will be presented by John Collins of the Yale Divinity School
in the McCook Auditorium. Admission is free.

On Tuesday, February 13 from 5:30PM - 6:30 PM
the Trinity Chapel twighlight Tuesdays Series
presents Nicholas Kynaston, England's most recorded Concert Orgainst, who will be presenting
the Annual Clarence Watters Memorial Recital.
General ADmission is $7, seniors and students $4.
Trinity Collegfe students, faculty, administration
and staff, free admission.

Nice Building...No Power

1-800-BE-MiNE

" jr

"Liberating the Future from the Past" will be
presented by Acraam Koen, Ph.D. in McCook 201.
Sponsored by the Philosophy Department. Admission is free.

Wednesday, February 14

13,2001

THE GIRL ON THE BRIDGE

Thurs. - Tues., Feb. 15 - 20
Sat, Feb. 17

Fri. & Sat., Feb 16 & 17
Sun., Feb. 18

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

9:25 PM
2:30 PM

(France, 2000) Directed by Patrice Leconte. Screenplay by Serge Frydman, Cast: Daniel Auteuil, Vanessa
Paradis, Bertie Cortez, Natascha Solignac. Daniel Auteuil reaches the dizzying heights of French actors
Jean Gabin and Jean-Paul Belmondo in his role as a philosophical knife-thrower, who saves a hopeless
young woman from jumping off of a bridge. He sees in her the perfect partner for his act, and they set off
together for a romantic tour of cabarets from Paris to Istanbul. Their chaste but sexually-charged relationship binds them together in a strange symbiosis that goes beyond simple physical pleasure. This gorgeously photographed (in lush black and white) film is the work of director Patrice Leconte, who made
the acclaimed films Monsieur Hire, Tango and Ridicule. 92 min. www.girlonthebridge.com/'
-compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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ART
Carolyn Webb
From Monday, January 29 through Friday,
March 16, Carolyn Webb will be featured in the
Austin Arts Center Widener Gallery. Her familiar yet mysterious abstract sculptures are made
from elements of nature. Admission is fre, open
from 1:00 PM to 6:00 PM daily.

The Paul Mellon Bequest

The current exhibition at the Yale Cwenter for
British Art is the Paul Mellon Bequest: Treasure of
a Lifetime. It opens February 17. Yale Center for.
British Art is located at 1080 Chapel Street in New
Haven, CT. Call 432-3800 for more info.

Chapel Happenings
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:
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Latin American and Iberian Film
Series

An interdisciplinary conference sponsored by
Trinity College called "Truth and Method: Challenging the Norms" will be presented during
Trinity Days, Monday and Tuesday February 19 20. Located in the Rittenberg Lounge in Mather
Hall. Open to the Trinity community and to the
public. Contact Barel Lang, Conference Coordinator for more information.

On Wednesday, February 14, the Latin American and Iberian Film Series presents the film
"Central Station" at 7:30 PM in Cinestudio. The
film will be preceded by a brief presentation and
discussion of the film will follow. All are invited.

Sex, Fish, and Menopause

The Anthropology Department invites you to
a lecture by Professor Dona Davis Anthropologist,
University of South Dakota who will speak on:
"Sex, Fish and Menopause: Teaching and Research
on the Margins of Academia" on Thursday, February 22,2001 in the Alumni Lounge 4:15 PM.

Be a Mentor for 2001-2001

TUESDAY - February 13
. . . " . ] ,'A : ::"'••••• :;J ,

Truth and Method: Challening the
Normas

EyENSOlSfG'

The First-Year Program will be hosting 2 Information Sessions the first on Tuesday, February 13th, from 7:00 - 8:30 in Mather Hall Terrace
Room B, and the second on Wednesday, February 21st, from 7:00 to 8:30 in Terrace Room A. If
you are interested in becoming a First-Year Mentor, please attend an Information Session or contact us. Applications will be available at the Info
Sessions, or you can pick one up in the First-Year
Program Office. Completed applications are due
on Friday, February 23,2001.

Trinity/La Mama New York City
Performing Arts Company
On Thursday, February 15 Trinity/ La Mama
in New York City Performing Arts company witll
be here and will meet with students in the Green
Room, Austin Arts Center at . 4:30 PM. It is a
VERY IMPORTANT MEETING FOR THOSE
STUDENTS IN THE PROCESS OF APPLYING.
Please be there promptly at 4:30 and if you have
any problem with the time, please notify Judy
Dworin at x2409. Tony Branch, Director, British
American Drama Academy (BADA) will be here
on Wednesday, February 14 at 5.00 PM in AAC

Wednesday Night Movie Series
On February 14, come see "Autumn in New
York" in McCook Auditorium. Admission is free,
show starts at 10:00 PM. Sponsored by the Office
of Student Activites and Campus Centers
(OSACC).

Wine and Cheese Tasting
Don't have enough money to bring your date
to dinner on Valentine's Day? Come enjoy free
non-alcoholic wines and cheese from around the
world oin Wednesday, February 14 from 5 PM -7
PM in the Washington Room. Sponsored by ORL
and ARB.

Salsafication
On Wednesday, February 14 from 9:30 PM to
11:30 PM, Salsafication wll perform at the Bistro
Koeppel Student Center.

Rane
On Thursday, February 15 from 9:30 PM to
12:30 AM Rane will perform at the Bistro Koeppel
Center. Alt. bev., ID required.

MELTDOWN
On Saturday, February 17, TCAC presents
Meltdown at the Party Barn from 10:00 PM - 2:00
AM. Admission is free. Alt. bev., ID required.

Mystic Aquarium
The Interdisciplinary Science Cetner Presents
a Trinity Day Trip to Mystic Aquarium on Tuesday, February 20. It's a self guided tour, plus your
option to participate in 1 or 2 special classes. Depart at 9:00 AM from the Clement parking Lot,
return approximately 5:30 PM. Please RSVP to
Helen at 4008 by Thursday, February 15.

5:30PM.
Mass

Now PLAYING
Crown Palace 17 & Odyssey - 330 New Park Avenue
Movie times are for Friday, February 9 through Thursday, February 15, unless otherwise
noted. Movie schedules may have changed since press time, please call the thea.ter at
(860) 247-CRWN to verify features and showtimes.
Cast Away
Chocolat
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
The Emperor's New Groove
Everest
Finding Forrester
The Gift
Hannibal
Head Over Heels
The Living Sea
Save the Last Dance
.•
Saving Silverman
Snatch
Sugar and Spice
Traffic
Valentine
The Wedding Planner

1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:05 PM, 10:05 PM
12:05 PM, 2:35 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:30 PM
11:55 AM, 2:30 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:20 PM
12:10 PM,,2:45 PM, 4:45 PM
,
11:30 AM, 2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
12:20 PM, 7:10 PM
12:00 PM, 2:25 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:00 PM
11:50 AM, 2:40 PM, 5:20 PM, 8:20 PM
1:15 PM, 3:30 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:50 PM, 9:50 PM
12:45 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:45 PM, 8:15 PM
11:45 AM, 2:15 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:55 PM
12:15 PM, 2:20 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:40 PM
12:25 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:35 PM, 8:15 PM, 10:35 PM
3:00 PM, 4:55 PM, 10:00 PM
1:10 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:15 PM, 10:15 PM
7:20 PM, 9:30 PM
12:30 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:40 PM, 8:05 PM, 10:25 PM

Classifieds
Fraternities* Sororities
Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $1000 - $2000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising
event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call 932-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Part time positions available
flexible hours
working with other Trinity students
Call Jerry Morris Package
246-3595
Any Trinity student who does not wish to support ConnPIRG may sign up for a refund of the $5
fee that funds ConnPIRG. Bring your student ID at
these times at Mather:
Tuesday 12:00-l:00pm, 5:00-6:00pm
Wednesday 12:00-l:00pm, 5:00-6:00ptn

G0mn>unity Service
Iirimaculate Conception Shelter

Elm Theater - New BritainAvenue, next to Webster Bank
' Unless otherwise noted, these are the movie listings andshow times for Friday through
Thursday, Feb. 9-Feb. 15. Please call the theater at 232-2820 for feature times.
102 Dalmations
Rugrats in Paris
The Family Man
Vertical Limit

2:00 PM,. 4:30 PM
2:10 PM,4:30 PM
7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
7:05 PM, 9:30 PM

•••:•. Help make and serve dinner at immaculate Con-:
ception Shelter this Friday, Feb. 16. No experience
necessary! All are welcome to participate in this
Newman Club sponsored project. We will be leaving:from Mather Front Desk at 6:45 and returning
to campus by 8:45. To sign up please contact either
Lauren Young x 2956 or Ashley Murphy x2771 at
their extentions or by e-mail. ;

Center For Youth
Center For Youth is looking for volunteers to betutors in an after school program Monday
through Thursday, lots of flexibility. Call Mai at
524-6842 for more information. .:.',:.. '.'••''.,.•

;corne

SPORTS
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Men's Hockey Loses Two Important Games Swimming
Beats WPI

Trinity Falls to NESCAC Rivals Colby and Bowdoin, Home-Ice in Playoffs On the Line
BY PATRICK
n

-

MARINARO

Sports Writer

The Trinity College
men's hockey team missed a
golden opportunity to clinch
home-ice advantage in the first
round of the NESCAC tournament by falling to Col by College
on Friday night and to Bowdoin
College on Saturday afternoon
at the Kingswood-Oxford rink
in West Hartford.. The pair of
losses drops the bantams to
fourth place in conference, with
21 points and a record of 10-4-1.
The defeats also force the team
to win one of their two remaining games in order to get home
ice, as they will travel to Williams College on Friday night
and Massachusetts College on
Saturday afternoon.
On Fridaynight, Trinity
faced a talented and eager Colby
team, falling by a score of 4-1.
"Colby is a well disciplined
team," commented Head Coach
MikeDunham. "Theyplaycomplete defense and stay out of the
penalty box." In a defensive
battle, both goaltenders were
under extreme fire as Colby put
40 shots at goaltender Geoff
Faulkner '02. The Bantams responded with 33 shots on Colby
goaltenderJ.D. Hadiaris. Unfortunately, the Bantams were unable to convert on several
scoring opportunities as the
White Mules took the victory.
Af ter two scoreless periods'; Colby forward Chris

feat, the Bantams were clearly
not themselves the following
day against Bowdoin, losing 62. "The Colby game took a lot
out of us emotionally," said
Dunham. "We weren't ready to
play-

Tashjian put one in 8:24 into the
third period. Facing a solid defensive team, the Bants were
able to climb back with just over
five minutes to play when freshmen forward Steve LaBrie
scored. The swing in momen-

Geoff Faulkner '02 stands ready

.turn was quickly stopped as
there was a ten-minute delay
following the goal to clear the
ice after onlookers lobbed various items, including oranges
and beer cans onto the rink.
With that, Colby Junior
forward James LaLiberty retaliated,scoring the game-winning
goal only twenty seconds after
play resumed. The White Mules
then added an empty net goal
by LaLiberty and one more for
good measure by Sophomore
forward Evan Kearns.
•-: ^ffg]ffhe emotional de-

WWW.DAL1YJOLT.COM

An aggressive and energetic Polar Bear team took advantage of nine power play
opportunities, scoring on two of
them, while the Bants could not
manage a goal on any of their
seven power plays. "We had
plenty of chances to score," said
Dunham. "But we just didn't
convert."
Bowdoin got on the
board quickly when Freshman
forward Chris Pelletier scored,
only 1:45 into the contest. Junior Defensemen Brian Shuman
goalless

than three minutes later. Bantam Senior forward Dennis
Petrov answered with a goal of
his own 8:25 into the period.
Following the Petrov
goal, it was all Polar Bears, as
they scored the next three goals.
Shuman scored the game-winner on a power play just under
two minutes into the second
period. Sophomore forward
Sean Starke added a power play
goal of his own less than a
minute and a half later. With
both teams at full strength
Shuman notched his third goal
of the day with just over three
minutes left to play in the period.
Trinity Sophomore Andrew Haider scored the final
Bantam goal with less than nine
minutes remaining. Bowdoin
Freshmen forward Michael
Stevens capped the scoring with
an unassisted goal of his own,
with under four minutes left in
the game.
Although the losses hurt
the Bantams, they have not
halted their quest for home-ice
in the first round of the
NESCAC tournament. The
Bantams have a chance to do so
as they travel to Williams and
Massachusetts College this
. weekend. "We have a great opportunity to get confidence going into the playoffs," said
Dunham. "To do it, we have to
get back to good team defense,
forecheck, arid get a total effort
from everyone. We can play
with anyone when.everyone
gives a great effort."

BY MICHAEL TOBIN
AND COLEY DALE

Sports Staff

The WPI Engineers visited
the Men's Swimming and Diving team on Saturday, February
10 and left with another loss
tacked to their record. The Bantams were ruth less, winning almost
every
event in
considerable time. Christian
Sterling '02 won all three of his
events, while Coley Dale '03
won both of his as well. Chris
Nicholas '01 also won all of his
events, as the Bantams looked
strong the entire afternoon.
In a momentous day for Trinity Diving, Brad Albus broke.his
own Trinity record and qualified for the NCAA division III
nationals on the 3-meter board.
WPI did not enter a diver
against him so he had to perform alone in front a large quiet
crowd.
The people i n the stands supported him after each dive. It
did not take long to realize that
he was diving very well, getting
high off the board and making
clean entries.
The three-meter board is his
stronger height, so everyone
was already confident that he
would achieve the score necessary to qualify for nationals. To
qualify for the NCAA division
Ill's a diver much achieve a score
of 275 in at least two dual meets.
This was Albus's last chance at
a dual meet, and he did so scoring a 286.95.'

Bantam Scoreboard
.;/ J

Sunday, February 11:

Friday, February 9:
Men's Basketball v. Connecticut College: L 83-64

Women's Ice Hockey v. Middle bury: L 9-0''"
Women's Basketball v. Connecticut College: W 74-57
Men's Squash v. Hobart: W 9-0
Men's Ice Hockey v. Colby: L 4-1

Saturday, February 10:

Thursday, February 8:

Mens Basketball v. Wesleyan: W 72-64

Women's Squash v. Amherst: W 9-0
Women's Basketball v. Wesleyan: W 62-52
Men's Ice Hockey v.Bowdoin: L 6-2

Wednesday, February 7:

Men's Indoor Track at Smith Invitational: unavailable
Women's Indoor Track at Smith Invitational: unavailable
Men's Squash v. Bates: W 9-0
Men's Squash v. Colby: W 9-0
Women's Squash v. Cornell: W 9-0

Women's Ice Hockey v. Amherst: T 2-2
; Wrestling v. AIC:L 32-12
Wrestling v. Wesleyan: W 22-18

" ' - . . •
,'

Tuesday, February 6

Men's Swimming and Diving v. WPI: W 155-113'
Men's Basketball v. Rensselaer: W 69-58
Wrestling v. Bridgewater State: W 34-3 •
Women's Basketball v. Salve Regina: L 74-60
Wrestling v. Rhode Island College: W 22-15
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Wrestling Closes Out
15-9 Dual Meet Season

Intramural

BY ALICE ROBINSON

Sports Writer

SHANE EARLY

The Intramural Insider scours the campus each week to find
the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramural sports....

Intramural Insider: "Ramsey, past subjects of this column, Jayme Dorr '03, Brian Fabrizio '03, and Kevin
Alexander '03 all wore headbands. You choose to sport a
bandana instead. Why is that??? "
Ramsey Ramadan '03: "Yo, headbands are for girls:;
Dude I ain't no smut. Those guys can go play in their
little headbands cause real men wear bandanas."

«•*»

Entering the weekend with a record of
13-9-1, Trinity Wrestling had two goals
in mind, to make a clean sweep of the
weekend and to earn their coach his
100:h victory.
Without fail the winning Bantam tradition was kept alive thanks to a balanced team effort. Captain Steve
Mulvihill '01 was pleased with
everyone's performances saying, "Everyone did great, we all stepped up and it
was a great way to end the season. We all
went into both matches knowing that
we wanted to win them for ourselves, but
also for Coach Amato."
The Bantams did just that, beating
both Rhode Island College and
Bridgewater State.
Trinity got two wins on the day from
Mark Foresi '03, Wes Connell '04, Lucas
McKittrick '03, Michael Doros '04, and
captain Ted Gavola '01.
Coming into last weekend's meets
Trinity was ranked fourth in the New
England Division III Coaches' Poll, while
Bridgewater and R1C were ranked third
and ninth respectively.
With their 22-15 win over RIC, and an
impressive 34-3 win over Bridgewater,
Trinity will likely move up in this upcoming week's poll.
The team is now looking ahead to this
upcoming weekend's Division III New
England Championship Tournament.
Earlier in the week the team traveled
to Wesleyan to take on both Wesleyan
and A1C. Trinity knocked of NESCAC
rival Wesleyan by a score of 22-18. AIC,

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium S7.95

anchovies
garlic
olives
ricotta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

SIDE ORDERS

16" Large $9.95

Additional Toppings: $ . 5 0 o n m e d .

SLOOon large

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA~
$15.00
~

$3.95
S7.90
$3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
$3:95
$7.90

HAM
TURKEY
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TUNA

$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95 . . . . . .
$3.95 . . . . . .

$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90

COMBO (2 kinds of above)
EGGPLANT PARMIG1ANA

$4.50
S3.95

$9.00
$7.90

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN CUTLET
VEAL PARMIGIANA
VEAL CUTLET
STEAK/CHEESE
MEATBALLS
SAUSAGE
B.L.T.
VEGGIE/CHEESE

$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95

$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
S8.50
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90

ITALIAN

$4.99

$9.98

SALADS

~

CHICKEN SALAD
CHEF SALAD
ANTIPASTO

COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Liter Soda

S5.75

S5.25
S5.25

Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
TOSSED SALAD
S1.95
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousand Island, and Lite Italian.
A
Extra Dressing
'. • •'
•• • •
°e

MED $11.25 .. LARGE $14.25

WHITE PIE
MED ST.95 ... LARGE S9.95
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oreganoand olive oil.

WHITE CLAM

MED $7.95 . . . LARGE S9.95

Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH C H I C K E N ..MED $9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.

Buy a Large Cheese
With One Topping
And Get A Second
Large Cheese For

HAWAIIAN
MED $9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

PASTA ANP PINNERS

*2.Q0 OFF

SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS WITH SAUCE . . . . $5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS $6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . . $7.95
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
$895

•¥-

-Hi

Large
Cheese Pizza

2 LITER SODA
With Any Large
Cheese Pizza

n.oo
OFF
Medium

Buy 16" Giant Grinder
And Get
1 BAG OF CHIPS &
1 CAN SODA

$5.75

Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.

SHRIMP PESTO

Topping* Extra

I

Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.

TUNA SALAD . . :

**FREE
DELIVERY * *
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
Zhe ($e$t &>hza (or Zk

Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.

GREEK SALAD

236-2616

Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted In Pesto sauce.

VISA

$6.00

$4.95
$3.00
" S1.99
S.50

CHICKEN PESTO . . . . M E D $9.95 .. LARGE S13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK'WOO AMTO2:00 AM

Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers.

CHICKEN FINGERS .. (10)
GARLIC BREAD
(16-)
FRIES
CHIPS
•

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

ifilWhffllfi

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA

S5.25
$4.95

HOUSE SPECIAL . . . . MED StO.OO . LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.

Additional toppings $2.00 each

GRINDERS

WINGS (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)
MO2ZARELLA STICKS (8)

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

• *4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEII

SlHAlf

though, proved to be too much, the Bantams were impressively beaten by their
division 11 opponent.
Led by a strong senior class, Trinity is
hopeful that this year's squad will make
. its presence on the mats at the New England Championships.
The upcoming weekend is of great
importance to the Trinity wrestlers who
have hopes of competing in the Division
III National Championship tournament.
These hopes of capturing spots in the
upcoming National Championships, are
all dependent on the results of this
weekend's New England Championships.
With theend approaching for theclass
of 2001, the team's seniors are hopeful
that Trinity's underclassmen will continue the winning tradition this year's
seniors have established.
"We had a great season and it is a great
way to end for the senior class. We all had
a lot to do with turning the team around
and making the program what it is now,"
Mulvihill commented.
The future of the wrestling team looks
promising. The team will be graduating
its four captains, but this will leave openings for a strong incoming class, as well
as a number of underclassmen, who
have looked impressive throughout the
season.
For now, the team will focus on the
upcoming tournament season. This
week's New England Championships
will be held at Williams. The tournament begins at 10:00 a.m. on Saturday
and will continue into Sunday.
For the wrestlers who qualify, the Nationals will be March 2-3 in Waterloo,
Iowa,

Cheese Pizza
2 CANS OF SODA

FREE

FEEE

Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
One Coupon per order.

VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
BAKED ZITI ..'
MEAT RAVIOLI
'
CHEESE RAVIOLI
VEGGIE RAVIOLI

.'

$7.95
$7.95
$6.95
$6.95
S6.95

Includes salad and roll

DESSERT
Cheese Cake

$2.25

Cappachino Chocolate Cake

S2.25

BEVERAGES
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Women's Hockey Continues Disappointing Season
BY ALICE ROBINSON

Sports Writer

Reaching the end of their season Trinity Women's Ice Hockey has had a disappointing winter, playing their last
home game against Middlebury on Sunday. The Bantams lost 9-0 and look towards the end of their season this
weekend against Colby and Bowdoin.
However, against NESCAC rival
Amherst, the women pulled through
and played strong giving Amherst a
scare, Trinity was able to leave Western
Mass with a tie after New Jersey native
Katie Bowman shot one past the goalie,
and then freshman Jillian Neilsen was
able to answer Amherst's second goal.

Freshman Mimi MacKinnon quoted
about their play, "We played really well,
and it was great to tie a team that is
ranked higher than us."
With a record of 1-16-3, women's ice
hockey is looking forward to next season
to start with a clean slate. Freshman
Kristen Grabowski quoted in regards to
future seasons, "We are all hoping that
the team will improve with time, we
have only been a varsity program for
three years. There is a lot of talented players on the team and we have the potential to be great." However, this potential
hasn't been able to come through yet due
to the lack of players along with a lack
of seriousness. With only sixteen people
skating the team is yearning for some
new players and new talent to create

Coley Dale '03:1 don't want to
doubt Jordan's greatness at all,
but I will say that Allen has got
something that no one since the
great MJ has had; he has the
ability to carry his team. The
Sixers weren't going anywhere
fast before he came, and now
there is talk of a possible dethroning of the Lakers. I love
the man's playing style, he
simply finds a way, despite
double teams, to put the ball in
the hoop, and for that reason, if
anyone is the next "his airness,"
its Iverson

depth on the bench. But without a rink
on campus and a losing record, the depth
that is needed will be hard to get. The
level of seriousness that the team needs
will come with time. Still a young program, Trinity hasn't been able to make a
presence in their league.
The future is optimistic for the Bantams, only graduating one senior and
have a talented freshmen class. What has
been giving them a glimmer of hope has
been the skill of freshman goalie Mimi
MacKinnon.
MacKinnon has captured 594 saves as
of Sunday over the season. As a freshman, she is also looking past the disappointment of this season and onto the
future, "We have great potential and our
coach has been recruiting heavily. If we

Editors Picks
Is Allen Iverson the next Michael Jordan?

I '

Argentina
Chite.
C&sta Rita

Australia
Engbnd
New Zealand
N, Ireland
Scotland

can bring some more players to the program and continue improving each season,, we will be able to seize some
victories." Grabowski points out that,
"the goalies have great spirit, and are
great in the net stopping shot after shot."
To end the season Trinity will be heading up to Maine and are hopeful to split
the weekend and come home with a season ending victory. "Against strong
teams we play well and can individually
keep up, but we need to start stepping it
up against the teams that we have the
potential to beat. We need to play together and then we will be able to win
games," Grabowski comments as the season comes to a close. It is too late in the
season now for this revelation, but maybe
next year.

Shane Early '03: OK, this is
a joke. With all due respect
to Larry Bird, Jordan is the
greatest basketball player of
all time. Iverson's good, I
mean he's real good, but you
can't compare him to Jordan.
People always forget that not
only was Jordan the league's
best offensive player, but he
was also the league's best
defensive player. Iverson.
will never be on his level. I
mean Jordan gambled,
Iverson makes fun of gays,
they're just different.

ROGGI'S
Complete Fomgn & Domestic Auto Repair

BUTLER

UNIVERSITY

^Integrity

iliiii

Meet the respresentative:
Carolyn Watson
Wednesday, February 14
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Information Table
Near Mather Front Desk

to Tfiaity StmmU.B faulty w/ ID

Call us at
800-858-0229

646-3444
333Main Si Manchester, CT
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Squash Takes Three
Over the Weekend
Team is 13-0 with Princeton on the Horizon

Name; Janine Thompson.
Hometown: Port Elizabeth, South Africa
Class: 2001
Major: Psychology

Janine is the Captain of the 200001 Trinity Women's Squash Team.
She is a three-time Ail-American
and a Constable Tournament
Champion. She is currently one
of the nation's top ranked
women's squash players.

Tripod: "Janine, why did you
choose to come to Trinity?"
Janine: "I thought I could get a
better education in the US than
in South Africa. I wanted to go
to a small school, where there
was a lot of interaction between
professors and their students."
Tripod: "This year's team has
had a great season so far. The
team is currently undefeated and
is ranked first going into the
Howe Cup this weekend. What
has made the difference this season?
Janine: "We have a real strong
freshman class and they've
helped to take us to the next level.

Tripod: "Squash is in many
ways a very individual sport. How
does this affect your role as the
team's captain?"
Janine: "I help motivate the team
and I try to help make sure the
team understands that we need
everyone on the team to play well
if we are going to be successful.
Tripod: "What do treasure most
about your experience at Trinity"
Janine: "The friends I've made
especially through squash, and
my relationships with my
professor's are extremely important to me. And the semester I
spent abroad in Australia was
amazing

WWW.SQUASHTAI.K.COM

Nick Kyme '03 reaches for a shot
BY SHANE EARLY

Sports Editor
Everybody has off days. The difference is when Trinity's Men's Squash had
one last week, they still beat the
country's second best team.
This past weekend Trinity took on
Colby, Bates, and Hobart. The team was
back in top form, as the day's most competitive match was a challenge match
between two Trinity players vying for the
team's tenth spot.
Still playing without their number
one, Jonny Smith '03, the team dominated all comers earning three 9-0 victories over the weekend. None of
Trinity's three competitors was able to
mount a legitimate bid at handing the
Bantams theit first loss o£ the season.

The victory gives the Bantams a 13-0
record on the season. Princeton is the
only obstacle left in Trinity's quest fora
second straight undefeated dual season.
Princeton has strongsquad this season
and has the potential to threaten
Trinity's hopes of an undefeated season.
The Tigers lost to Harvard this past
weekend by a score of 5-4. The match's
deciding contest was a five game affair,
that Harvard pulled out 17-16 in the fifth
game.
After losing the Ivy league title this
past weekend, Princeton will up for this
week's match. Princeton a top heavy
squad, so those heading to the match th is
Saturday will see the best squash the intercollegiate ranks have to offer.
The match, which is the team's final
dual meet, will be held on the Trinity
smash, courts this Saturday at 1:00.

Looking for a Summer Job or Internship?
Need to work on your interview skills?
Spring 2001 Practice Interviews
Tuesday, February 20
Wednesday, February 21
Thursday February 22
Time: Half hour interviews between 6pm arid 9pm
Location: Career Services Office -Seabury 45

How To Sign Up:
Apply via Trinity Recruiting:
http://www.trincoll.edu/depts/career/students/welcome.htm
If you have any questions please call the Career Services Office at
x2080 or drop in to Seabury 45
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Women's Squash Takes Two Women's Basketball
Bantams Racquet Over Amherst, Cornell
Snaps Losing Streak
Lady Ban ts Beat Connecticut College
Trinity earned a 74-57 victory.
McCloskey posted a double
Sports Editor
double on the day, pouring in 23
points and grabbing 10 reIt was just a matter of time. bounds.
Women's Basketball finally put
The Bantam attack was also
together two good halves of bas- keyed by the play of Captain
ketball this past weekend.
Jackie Siscone '01 and Bridget
The team had struggled Dullea '02. Siscone posted 19
through a nine game losing points on the day, while Dullea
streak, prior to this past chipped in with 17 points.
weekend's victories. The losses
Saturday's game against
had been marked by inconsis- Wesleyan pitted Trinity against
tent performances on the part the 12-6 Cardinals.
of the Bantams.
On the way to their 62-52 vicThe team's week began with tory, Trinity help the Cardinals
a road loss at Salve Regina. This to a 23 percent field goal perloss, typical of the entire losing centage in the first half.
streak, saw Trinity jump out to
With a 32-15 lead at half time,
a ten point half time lead only the Bantams were able to surto be outscored 46-22 in the sec- vive a second half Wesleyan
ond half.
run.
The 74-60 loss was highMcKenzie Corby '02 led a ballighted by Kate McCloskey's '03 anced offensive attack. The jungame high 26 points. ior forward added 21 points,
McCloskey was 9-10 from the while McCloskey and Siscone
field and grabbed eight re- dropped 14 points apiece.
bounds on the day.
The victory leaves the Bam,
After the loss the Bantams tarns with a 7-13 overall record
returned home for a Friday and a 2-5 NESCAC record. With
night game versus NESCAC ri- two games left Trinity is tied for
..val Connecticut College.^ ,; .„•„- - seveTith»pl«ee4»i?he"NESCAC,
This game once again saw
Since the top seven teams
Trinity open up a sizable half- qualify for the NESCAC tournatime lead, of 35-20. The Ban- ment. This weekend's home
tams' strong play continued games will control Trinity
into the second half, as the team postseason fate. Thejjwrtams
outscored Connecticut College will take ra^eHsfSfBO on Friin the second half as well.
day ^$*ffien battle Bowdoin at
Once again led by McCloskey," •" 3:00 on Saturday.
BY SHANE EARLY

Amina Helal '04 extends for a shot

On Thursday, February 8,
Trinity Women's Squash defeated Amherst, bringing their
undefeated record to 7-0. The
women played to a strong 9-0
victory over the Lord Jeff s, with
eight out of nine playing 3-0
matches.
At the Amherst match,
Freshman Lynnie Minkowski

All nine players had solid
winning matches, letting only
an occasional point slip by.
Even with three players out sick,
theBantamscruisedtothiswin.
On Saturday February 10; the
women went up against
Cornell, sweeping the match
with a final score of 9-0. Seven
out of the nine players played 30 matches.
Thompson allowed just three
points past her, and Pam
Saunders '04 and Austin both
allowed only seven points in
their three game victories.

inher3-0matchatNo.5. Other
notable matches were Amina
Helal' 04, who played to 9-1,90, 9-0 victory; Captain Janine
Thompson '01 who won 9-1,93,9-1; an Clare Austin '03 who
beat out her opponent 9-3,9-0,
9-2.

from being down 2-0 to take the
match 3-2.
The big competition coming
up is the Howe Cup, which will
take place this weekend, February 16,17, and 18. This is a big
opportunity for the team, one
which they have been focusing

Bv KATHRYN
\J YOUNGBERG

Sports Writer

on a great deal. The Bantams
have the advantage of going in
seeded first. They will face
Princeton in the semifinals on
Saturday.
If they win this match, they
will play tough rival Harvard
on Sunday in the finals.
Clare Austin '03 commented
that the team's performance
this season is a good indication
of success in the championships, and that" we have the
best chance we've ever had to
win the Nationals. This season
we have come together and im-

l^Jfc^^^aDa^d.aQLfiE^^

also as individuals. I hope we
win it."
Now the women have just one
dual match left, Princeton, on
Saturday, February 24at 11 a.m..
Finally, on March 3-5, the top
players will play in the individual Nationals at Harvard.

Men's Basketball Splits Weekend Series
Men's Basketball Retains First Place in the NESCAC with Their Victory Over Wesleyan
BY JONATHAN
PROSNIT

Sports Writer

Trinity Men's Basketball had
two big games this weekend
against NESCAC rivals. -On
Friday night the Bantams traveled to New London to take on
Connecticut College and on Saturday afternoon Trinity hosted
the Wesleyan Cardinals, Trinity started the week as the top
team in the NESCAC and
ranked 26th in the D3 national
poll. The game against
Wesleyan was extremely significant for three Trinity seniors, as it was their last regular
season game in Hartford.
On Friday night, despite great
fan support for an away game
Trinity fell to arch rival Connecticut College 83 - 64. Trinity
led for most of the first half and
thanks to back to back three
point plays by Senior guard
Mike Keohane took a seven
point lead into half-time.
However, Trinity's hot shooting did not carry over and Connecticut College was able to
capitalize on Trinity's lackluster

offensive performance. The camels
scored 54 points in
the second half to
pull away from the
Bantams. Trinity
was led by Keohane
who had 16 points
and Colin Tabb who
scored 13.
The loss at Connecticut College
showed just howdifficult it is to win on
the road in ECAC
and NESCAC play.
Each of the
Bantam's four losses
this season have
come on the road.
After losing to
Conn.,
Trinity
needed a victory
against Wesleyan if
they hoped to remain atop the
NESCAC rankings.
Ry.ii) Uij'ui-ki 03clunks
Wesleyan coming
off a victory over Amherst also did not disappoint the fans that
had their eyes on first place. As came out to support the team, as
a Wesleyan victory on Saturday, the Bantams put together a
would have allowed the Cardi- strong defensive effort to take a
nals to take over first place in 7 point half time lead. The Banthe NESCAC. Trinity, though, tams continued their aggressive

play in the second
half and earning a
72 - 64 victory.
Keohane once
again sparked the
Trinity offense.
The senior point
guard dropped 15
points and dished
out 7 assists Saturday, while Tabb
added a double
double, scoring 20
points and pulling down 11 rebounds.
Senior guard
Mike Labella and
junior guard Matt
Jones shut down
Wesleyan's top
scorer Leo Jones,
limiting him to
only 11 points.
Jones also added
12 points, as the
junior converted
on four three
pointers.
For Keohane, Labella, and
Scott Wallach, the game provided Trinity fans with a
chance to give thanks for four
years of dedication to Trinity

basketball. Each of the three
has played a pivotal role in Trinity hoops over the past four
years. They have guided Trinity
to four straight winning seasons
and two NCAA tournament
bids, with the possibility of a
third tournament appearance
this year.
While this was the final home
game of the regular season, Trinity could host NESCAC tournament games if the team finishes
the season atop the NESCAC.
Next weekend Trinity travels to
Maine to face Colby and Bowdoin. The game against Colby
will match up the NESCACs
two best teams, as each owns a 5
- 2 league record.
Trinity has already clinched a
berth in the NESCAC tournament, but two victories this
weekend would make Hartford
the site of the NESCAC championship. Captain Colin Tabb
commented on the upcoming
trip to Maine by saying, "We've
had a lot of support this year
from Trinity students and fans,
we hope we can win two this
weekend and bring the
NESCAC tournament to Hartford."

